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Hate speech restrictions dangerous
ByGregCopp
Associate News Editor
Indiana Civil Liberties Union
executive director Mike
Gradison told a VU School of
Law audience February 21,
1991 that policies banning hate
speech on college campuses are
not the way to combat
discrimination and bigotry.
Gradison said outlawing
hateful expression threatens
free speech principles, and does
nothing to change the "attitudes
behind the epithets."
"We can't take the risk of
being afraid of offensive
speech," said Gradison,
"because one of the best ways
we have of learning is through
dialogue. The answer to the
problem of free speech should
always be more speech. We do
not want to suppress speech of
any kind."
Vague campus hate speech
restrictions can lead to
overbroad interpretations of
what constitutes hateful or
offensive speech, Gradison
warned. He said the University
of California at Berkeley
instituted a hate speech policy
barring offensive speech, and
included in the proscribed
peech posters on dormitory
doors. Gradison sa· d when the
Gulf War erupted, anti and prowar posters appeared on dorm
doors, and the University,
deciding that any poster was
offensive to either one
viewpoint or the other, banned
posters referring to the Gulf
War.
The same problem arose
when the Soviets cracked down
on Lithuania, and the University
response was to ban all war
posters of any kind. Gradison
~aid some students hung
posters featuring 1ohn Lennon
and a generic plea for peace.
Those too were deemed
•offensive" and were barred.

"That's how extreme it can
get, and this is at one of the
most enlightened campuses in
the country," said Gradison.
Gradison said a "particularly
restrictive and oppressive" hate
speech policy at the University
of Michigan was struck down
by a Michigan court recently.
Purdue University has adopted
the Michigan policy almost
"word for word," according to
Gradison, and the ICLU intends
to sue Purdue over the issue
unless the policy is revised.
In place of hate speech
restrictions, the American Civil
Liberties Union, and the ICLU,
suggest that universities take
proactive measures on campus
to address the root causes of
bigotry.
Instead of applying its hate
speech policy, the ICLU has
suggested that Purdue make an
effort to attract more minority
students and faculty; offer, and
consider making mandatory
courses dealing with sexism
and racism; implement student
orientation sessions dealing
with differences in race, religion
and sexual preference and
stressing the need for people to
learn to live together despite
those differences; take action to
end de facto segregation of
campus dormitories and other
university living facilities;
review courses and make sure
they include references to
accomplishments of minorities
that have been insufficiently
reflected in the past; and take
steps to eliminate bigotry on
campus by speedily dealing with
discriminatory incidents.
"Campuses are the last place
where first amendment rights of
free speech should be eroded,"
said Gradison. "Campuses
should be open and able to
expose students to ideas and
the challenge of thinking about
the world they live in, and of the
world they would like to live in."

Client Counseling team wins regional
By Ken Skolnik
Associate Editor
The Valparaiso Client
counseling Team was one of two
teams to place in the regional
competition and now advances
to the National competition to
be held in St Pau~ MN.
The regional competition was
held on Saturday, February 23
at Notre Dame University in
South Bend.
The team
members consist of 3L's Kristi
Brown and Beth Levine, and 1L
Koreen Payton. Teresa Massa
serves as the student coach and
Professor David Vandercoy is
the Faculty coach. Team
members tried out last fall and
spent the last semester
preparing for the competition.
Memberswillreceweonehour
of credit for their participation
on the team.
The major premise behind

orum

the
A.B.A.
sponsored
competition is for two members
of the team to interview a mock
client whom they know nothing
about. During the interview
they are to learn of the basic
legal and non-legal issues
concerning the client in order to
help him/her with his legal
needs.
The competition serves as
training for the way real life
attorneys secure clients and
take on cases. After the 30
minute interview, the members
prepare a 15 minute oral wrap
up session concerning what
issues,
concerns,
and
reservations they have about
taking a case with the mock
interviewee. The team has
spent the last semester
conducting mock interviews
with students in order to perfect

see Skolnik, page 11
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SEA reconsiders smoking ban in lounge
By Alex Moskovic
Managing Editor
Smoking will be permitted
in a new "spillover lounge"
following a recent vote by the
Student Bar Association on
February 11.
The 6-3 vote followed a
unanimous vote at a meeting
held earlier this semester to
completely ban smoking from
the student lounge. According
to SBA President Jennifer
Nelson the smoking issue was
addressed in response to
numerous complaints from
non-smoking students about
people smoking in the lounge.
"One of the main complaints
was that food and smoke don't
mix," explained Nelson.
Nelson added that the size of
the lounge coupled with poor
ventilation exacerbated the
problem. "A non-smoker could

Persi~

go nowhere but class or the
library to escape smoke when
smoking was permitted in the
lounge," she said.
The main complaint from
smoking- students after the vote
to completely ban smoking
from the lounge was that
although there are other areas
to smoke, there are no other
areas with tables where one
could smoke while studying.
The spillover lounge is
furnished with tables to
accommodate this need.
Nelson explained that the
student lounge used to have
signs posted which designated
all but the two tables near the
vending machines as nonsmoking areas. "These signs
eventually disappeared," she
said.
The "spillover lounge,
formerly used as a student
conference room, is located in

the room directly across from
the SBA office. There are no
windows in the "spillover
lounge" and the room is much
smaller than the student
lounge. Nonetheless, smokers
and non-smokers alike seem
supportive of the new
resolution.
3L Kerry Jazinski-Makin, a
smoking student, expressed
her support toward the
accommodation. "I'm thankful
to the SBA for listening and
changing their position from a
unanimous vote to ban
smoking with no alternative
area for studying, to voting to
provide us with an area where
we can spread our books out."
Dates and times for all open
meetings regarding smoking
or any other issue addressed
by the SBA are posted on the
bulletin board.

Gulf War topic of Town Meeting

Moskowitz talked about perspective of the conflict. He
Israel's involvement in the war. stated for instance that
Moskowitz, who has lived in Americans are viewing this war
A Town Hall Meeting on the Israel, stated that "this war from our particular western
Persian Gulf War was held in situation is normal for Israel, cultural perspective, while the
Tabor Auditorium on January because it has always had to Iraqis and Kuwaitis have a
30th.
Approximately 75 guard against attacks from its different cultural perspective.
students, faculty, and members hostile neighbors." Moskowitz Rjast stated that "this may be a
of the community attended this was sympathetic to Israel's just war," but in his opinion, "it
meeting
moderated
by plight, noting that the Iraqi is not a wise war." Rjast also
Professor Laura Dooley.
missile attacks, which could expressed concern for what the
The meeting was designed to potentially carry chemical or future of the region will look
provide professors from the law gas agents "brought back like after the war is over.
Straube! developed upon a
school and other colleges in the painful memories of the
thesis critical of the Bush
university who has a particular Holocaust."
insight into the conflict because
Hiller was critical of the Administration's "New World
of specialized knowledge or Bush administration's approach Order" view. · Strau bel rejected
some personal involvement leading up to the war. Hiller the notion that a post-war new
present their views. After the said that not enough time nor world order will be governed by
professors' presentation, they energy was provided to let the rule of law under the
took questions and responded international law remedy the auspices of the United Nations.
to concerns of the audience.
situation before the shooting Rather, he saw a post-war
Representing the law school and bombing began. Hiller picture pretty much the same as
were professors Mike Straubel, related that the United States it is today, with some countries
1ack
Hiller,
Seymour tends to be very selective about adhering to the rule of law,
Moskowitz, and Robert its acceptance of the application while others ignore it and
Blomquist. Professor Walter of international law. "We .invoke challenge the Western ideal of
Rjast was from the University's international law when it suits democracy. Said Sfraubel, "The
Religion Department.
our purposes," said Hiller, "but, United States and its allies must
Blomquist initiated the when it doesn't, such as in carefully manage the peace to
ensure that the rule of law is
presentation. He stated that he Nicaragua, we ignore it."
had opposed the Vietnam War,
Rjast related that this strenthened after the war. The
but supports the war in the particular conflict brought concerns of all people in the
Gulf. His five reasons for such certain images to people's Middle East must be addressed,
support were that it was a minds. These images that including the Palestinians."
After the presentations were
United Nations sponsored people develop influence how
they see this conflict. Rjast said completed, all of the professors
action in response to Iraqi that these images could be answered questions from the
·
violation of international law; inaccurate, and warp our audience.
Sad dam
Hussein
was
comparable to Adolph Hitler;
the war effort was being
managed at the field level as
opposed to the White House;
that if action was not taken now,
it would have had to have been
undertaken at a later date; and
that Saddam Hussein's strategic
warfare capability had to be
destroyed because of its
potentially devastating capacity.
Blomquist summed up his
feeling by stating that "Iraq is
not Vietnam,
nor will it become 2L Jim Debosh enjoys oriental cuisine at the recent Chinese Luncheon.
Vietnam.,
another
Daniel Buksa
Assistant News Editor

DeBosh is profiled on page 9. Photo by Scott Rtnz.
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l}iganti speaks on decisions in terminal illness

Davis lectures on justice

By Catherine Andres and Mike King
Contributors

By Jane Brockman
Contributor

On January 24th, VU
School of Law's newest student
group, the Health Law
Association (HLA), began a
series of activities designed to
increase awareness of health
law issues and the opportunities
available within the health law
field.
The HLA is headed by
president M. Catherine Andres,
vice president Marianne Jones,
and secretary Jennifer Larson.
Professor Moskowitz serves as
faculty advisor.
The HLA was pleased
to bring Dorothy Quinn Jiganti,
MSN, to the courtroom for a
lecture/discussion of the legal
and other ramifications
surrounding Decisions in
!Terminal Illness.
Dorothy Jiganti is the
Clinical Director of Chicago's
Grant Hospital's Hematology,
Oncology, and Nephrology
departments. In addition,
~iganti is a distinguished
lecturer for the Critical Care
Registered Nurse Review
Seminar Series.
Jiganti began her
program by commenting that
technological advances had
taken away "the human right to
die in dignity." As a result of life
prolonging technology and
societal reticence concerning
terminal illness, an increasing
number of terminally ill
individuals are living beyond
their expectations in manners
they have never contemplated.
Jiganti pointed out that what
the terminally ill seek from the

medical profession, remission
of their illness and comfort, is
often not provided in favor of
life's prolongation. Given the
choice, said Jiganti, the
terminally ill often request that
their life not be prolonged by
any extraordinary means.
The
problem,
according to Jiganti, revolves
around a lack of planning. In
order to prevent technological
intervention, the terminally ill
individual rnust make known
their preferences. However,
even where preferences are
expressed, this may not stop
the medical profession's
intervention due to controversy
over what constitutes unwanted
technological intervention.
Jiganti said that even
where living wills and durable
power of attorney exist, unless
the individual's wishes are
expressed specifically the
hospital, perhaps in order to
satisfy and insurance carrier,
may go ahead and resuscitate a
dying patient, hooking the
individual up to an unwanted
life support systems.
Jiganti asked her
audience to visualize the
problem in concrete terms, to
imagine grandma at the nursing
home frightened of dying but
even more frightened of losing
her faculties and having her life
prolonged in an undignified
state without her consent or
awareness. Jiganti went on to
say that the crucial need was to
discuss death and dying with
loved ones; to make living wills
and sign durable powers of
attorney that specify in detail

the procedures prohibited or
allowed and the power granted.
She said every one of us should
have such documents available
and accessible to the health
care system.
Jiganti stressed the
importance of having the
documents available to the
health care provider: "(the
living will and durable power of
attorney ) has to be on the
chart on every admission, on
file at the doctor's office, and
family members should be
aware of the document's
contents."
Jiganti went on to address
her specific role within her
hospital.
She discussed
meeting with terminally ill
patients who wanted to plan
their deaths but whose families,
lawyers, and physicians
prevented the discussion due to
their inability to accept the
eventuality of the lived one's
death. Jiganti said that her
interventions in these situations
consisted of getting the parties
talking. Once the topic was in
the open, said Jiganti, and the
wished known, successful
planning could occur.
Jiganti ended her discussion
by again stressing the change
that had occurred in the health
care profession and our society
generally. She said, "the right
to die has been exchanged for
asking permission." "Unless
individuals conform with the
new system for processing their
preferences, they are in danger
that unwanted technology will
be used to prolong their life."

Jessup M oot Court teatn compet es
By Doris Robinson
Staff Writer
The annual Jessup
International Moot Court
Competition was held February
14-15, 1991 in Madison,
Wisconsin. Valparaiso was ably
represented by team members
Allen Fore, Michael Swart,
Jennifer Nelson, Phred Madcraz
and Garrett Conover. The team
was coached by Prof. Michael
Straubel.
The
team's
participation in the competition
signaled the successful
culmination of the members
thorough prepar ation and
practice.
Although the team did not
advan ce to the national
competition this yea r, team
member Jennifer Nelson
reported the regional contest
was an extremely valuable
experience in wh ich to be
involved.
Noting the
challenging aspects of the
competition, Nelson commented
on the rewarding sense of

accomplishment she gained behalf of a fictitious nation while
from
the
opportunity. responding in deference to
Furthermore Nelson concluded intense judicial analysis.
that the rigo~ous demands put
Team effort was essential in
upon
the
competition this contest. A whole. team
emphasized their skills and score was earned, but wtll not
enhanced their ability to think be made available for several
underpress~e.
.
w~eks. Ultimately, the score
A
The mternatwnal law will be based upon the strengths
D.rt.
competition is a particularly of all the team members. By Jen Nelson
unique and interesting contest. Competing teams represented Contributor
Many issues in this area of law several schools, among which
are without precedent or were the university of
Yes, election time is drawing
binding authority. As a result, Wisconsin, Indiana University, near for a new SBA! Students
disputes are resolved and and Brigham Young.
can run for the following
Tryouts for the Jessup offices:
president, vicejudgments are based upon the
interpretations of advocates and International Moot Court ~re president, secretary, and
international scholars as related held at VU School of Law durmg treasurer. Representative
in treatises and journals. This the spring. Participation is not positions: 2L SBA reps, 3
fac t makes the topics more limited to persons planning to positions; 2L faculty rep, 1
difficult to research . As pu rsue international law position; 3L SBA reps, 3
expected, a scarcity of case law careers. Team members are positions; 3L faculty rep, 1
exists on th is year's topic, req uired to complete an position.
'
"General Agreement on Tariffs independent
st udy
in
The consitution states:
and Trade", an international international law. They earn 1 "faculty r eps vote at faculty
anti-trust issue. Nevertheless, credit for
their tea m meetings only, not SBA
armed with research gained participation, as well as an meetings, but they are required
from sources such as treatises opportunity to earn valuable to attend SBA meetings. These
and U.N. resolutions, the team oral advocacy experience.
members confidently argued on

SID electt.ons scheduled
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"I'm here today to
address one of the most
difficult and controversial
subjects that has gripped our
nations since the Dred Scott
decision was handed down, a
decision which said that black
people are non-persons. . . that
they are property to be owned
and disposed of in any manner
that the owners saw fit. The
issue [of abortion] closely
parallels that decision."
Rev. Victor Davis
delivered a talk entitled "Social
Justice: A Right for All People"
to the law school community
and initiated a candid
discussion about Christians,
African Americans and the prolife effort. He began by
reflecting on a Biblical passage
that had been a favorite of
Martin Luther King's: God is
looking to see "justice roll down
like a mighty river and
righteousness flow like a neverending stream" (Amos 5: 21).
Rev. Davis explained that
"justice and righteousness cut
through all labels, political
affiliations, and color. We
shouldn't say, 'I'm for this, or
I'm or that.' we need to simply
say, ' I stand for justice and
righteousness.'"
"Abortion is a moral
wrong," asserted Davis,
"because it's an affront to God
and because it takes a human
life .. .. many people don't
realize that Martin Luther King
was against abortion. He
believed that abortion is a
social injustice, which is being
perpetrated against the black
community.
It's
the
~stablishment's way ~f solving
tts po~erty problem:~ o~f the
'constituents'." Davis pomted
out that t~e pro-choicers'
message,. str1ppe~ down an~.d~
euphem1sed, ts that Its

cheaper to kill them [the poor]
than it is to feed them and
educate them., Davis queried,
"isn't it somewhat inconsistent
for an establishment that has
repressed so may different
minorities, in so many different
ways, to change colors [sic]
when it comes to the abortion
issue and, all of a sudden, to
being to fight so relentlessly to
see that we [the minority
populations] have 'choice' ... a
contemporary black social
activist, Erma Clardy Craven,
wrote, 'abortion, poverty, and
black genocide: these are the
gifts society gives to the poor.'"
Rev. Davis ended by referring
his listeners to a 1983 Lincoln
Review ]ounal article which
discusses these issues in
greater depth: "'Substantively
Due Processing ' the Black
Population."
The discussion that
followed Rev. Davis was
earnest. One member of the
audience raised the issue that
seemingly few members of the
African -American community
are involved with either the prolife or the pro-choice
movements.
Rev. Davis
acknowledged that such is the
case, but he also offered several
insightful explanations. For
many in the black community,
the focus is on "surviving" in
society rather than "living" in
society. He noted, in general,
that poorer blacks tend not to
plan for the future. There's a
feeling of "we can't change
things, " which feeling breeds
apathy. The focus for them is
on the most immediate of
needs.
Rev. Davis then
reiterated the theme that
informed his talk, "we need to
make the church more
relevant, and we, each in our
own way, need to answer the
call to become involved - to
champion the cause of justice."

1~
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lAst issue before Law Week

reps do vote at facutly
meetings."
Petitions for office can
be picked up right after spring
break with election rules.
Candidates h·ave one week to
return peitions to the SBA
office. Candidates may not post
campaign signs until petitions
are complete.
A forum for the
candidates will be held on
March 25,4:00 p.m. in Room D.
Elections will be held March 27
and 28. The new board will
take over April 8.
Goo d
candidates.

luck to

all

Attend pro-life rally
Prof. Richard Stith and Prof.
John Potts joined three law
students on a recent bus trip to
Washington D.C. to attend a prolife rally.
The participants joined with
thousands of other pro-lifers
from across the nation to lobby
for the rights of the unborn.
President Bush spoke with
the demonstrators by phone.
Stith called the event a success.
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Student Survey Faculty Making The Grade?

Grade (Professor) 1-4
1. Criminal Law (Berner)
3.82
2. Property (Gramley)
3.68
3. Torts (Blomquist)
3.57
4. Civil Procedure (Dooley) 3.04
5. Property (Myers)
2.98
6. Torts (Vanover)
2.82
7. Contracts (Brietzke)
2.58
8. Legal Problems (Straubel)2.53
9. Contracts (Meyer)
1.95
10. Criminal Law (Stith)
1.93
11. Legal Problems (Vance) 1 .29
. Favorite Class
1. Torts (Blomquist)
2. Crim. Law (Berner)

Class Difficulty 1-5
1. Property (Myers)
4.37
2. Contracts (Meyer)
4.07
3. Civil Procedure (Dooley) 3.90
4. Legal Problems (Vance)
3. 71
5. Criminal Law (Stith)
3.53
6. Legal Problems (Straube!) 3 ;43
3.42
7. Torts (Blomquist)
7. Property (Gramley)
3.42
8. Contracts (Brietzke)
3.23
9. Torts (Vanover)
3.1 9
1O.Criminal Law (Berner)
2.67

Best Profesor
1. Berner
2. Gramley

Most Difficult Exam
1. Property (Myers)

Second and Third Year Classes
Grade (Professor)
1. Local Govt. (Hollenbeck) 3.66
2. Fed. Practice (Levinson) 3.60
3. Intellectual Prop. (Yonover)3.57
4. Entertainment Law (Myers)3.43
5. Trusts & Estates (Gromley)3.35
6. Evidence (Berner)
3.30
7. Family Law (Moskowitz) 3 .03
8. Law & Economics(Brietzke)2.67
9. Canst. Law (Levinson )
2 .29
1 D. Corporations (Brockington)1.86

Class Difficulty
1. Fed. Practice (Levinson) 4.80
2. Intellectual Prop.(Yonover)4.33
3. Entertainment Law (Myers)4.25
4. Trusts & Estates(Gromley)4.08
5. Canst. Law (Levinson)
3.85
6. Evidence (Berner)
3.67
7. Law &Economics(Brietzke)3.08
8. Family Law (Moskowitz)
2.92
9. Local Govt. (Hollenbeck)
2.80
1O.Corporations(Brockington)2 .56

Second Year class
- f; avor jt e Class

Best Professor

1. Trusts & Estates
2. Evidence

1. Gramley

Most Djffj c ult E xam
1. T rusts & Estates

2. Constitutional Law
Third Year Class

Favorite Class
1. Environmental Law
2. Family Law

-

Best Professor
1. Blomquist
2. Levinson

MELC recycling plans
By Christine Burress and
Stacey Strentz
Contributors

First Year Classes

Most Difficu It Exam
1. Federal Practice
2. Environmental Law
Family Law

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Editors Note:

America can no longer
afford to be a "throw away
society". Our landfills are
filling up and our natural
resources are being depleted
at an alarming rate.
Recycling is a solution which
will lessen the severity of
these problems.
Many people do not
understand the importance
of recycling. One of the goals
of MELC's recycling
committee, wr.R.E.E.: The
Recycling Effort for the
Environment", is to make
people aware of the
importance of recycling and
encourage them to recycle at
home. In furtherance of this
goal, T.R.E.E. will present a
video entitled --rhe Case
Against Garbage" on Earth
Day, Apri122, 1991.
Another one of T.RE.E.'s
goals is to continue and
expand its recycling
program for the law school.
Currently, aluminum cans
are being collected for
recycling. Jan Zoladz and
Doug
LaLone
were
responsible for obtaining the
recycling bins that are
positioned throughout the
law school. The program
would not be possible
without the conscientious
and enthusiastic support of
the Housekeeping staff. The
crew leader, Myron Kinger y,

along with his entire staff:
Sandra Miller, Robin Kelley,
Dorothy Yetsko, and Shirley
Czekaj have done a
wonderful job pointing out
and helping to correct the
possible problems with the
program in order to insure

By Doris Robinson
Staff Writer

t1o

By Evan Anderson & Michael Apolskis
Ccmtributors

2L Michael L Roberts, a six year Army Reservist and a
graduate of DePauw University,
was called for a reserve exercise
during final exams last semester.
On January 3rd, Sergeant
Roberts and the rest of the 822nd
MP Company left for Fort McCoy
in Wisconsin to join over five
other reserve units for
•retraining".
His unit spent the next six
weeks living in WWII barracks
awaiting their next order. On the
evening of Thursday February

14th, the order was given and the prisoners of war. However, their
822nd boarded a 747 at Fort orders may change to BattlefieldMcCoy to begin a 36 hour flight Circulation-Control (BCC) which
which would travel to Fort Bragg, requires coordinating battlefield
New York, Rome, and then traffic
·
Dhahran, Saudi Arabia.
Mike would sincerely
Since his arrival in Saudi
Arabia, Mike has been living in a appreciate mail from everyone.
high-rise apartment in AI Khubar All correspondence should be
• (east of Dhahran and two miles sent to·
·
from the Arabian Gulf). Because
of a high threat of terrorism Mike
Sergeant Michael L.Roberts
has been unable to venture far
308-80-6841
from the high rise.
822 MP Company
The 822nd is a Combat
c/o 800th MP Brigade
Military Police unit whose initial
Operation Desert Storm
orders were to guard enemy
APO New York 09616-5000

its success.
Dean Gaffney inspired
the recycling program when
he came to MELC with the
idea. With the help of the
Dean, Prof. Blomquist, and
students such as Jane
Brockman (former recycling
committee chairperson),
Terry Boesch, and Paul
Jesse (president of MELC),
the program got off to a
great start. T.RE.E. hopes to
expand the recycling at the
lawschool to include paper.
Unfortunately, the
recycling program has
recently experienced a
setback. Buildings and
Grounds had been picking
up the cans and delivering
them to L&S Metal.
Buildings and Grounds had
been receiving the proceeds
from the cans to cover the
delivery expenses. Less than
40% of the cans are
aluminum and the rest are
steel. L&S does not accept
steel because it is not worth
very much. So, it was not
profitable for Buildings and
Grounds to continue
delivery. This problem will
be attacked at the next
T.RE.E. meeting.
Some of T.RE.E.'s other
goals are to encourage the
school to use recycled paper
products for its social
functions and other paper
needs and to get together a
campaign to get a curbside
r ecycling

program

established in Valparaiso.
If anyone has suggestions
for T.RE.E. please put them
in locker #88. T.RE.E. will be
having a meeting in the near
future. In the meantime, do
your part to help the
environment: RecycleH

litigators compete in Chicago

Surveys were distributed to all student lockers and mailboxes the first week of
Valparaiso's Mock Trial
February. 31.7% of the total law student population participated in the survey. Classes not Team refined their litigation
listed were not included due to a lack of survey responses to establish an accurate skills in preparation for the
sample, the cut off being a 25% response rate. Final grades were reached by averaging ~vent the team participated
· as 50%: 1) overall grade given
·
by student; and 2) the average m
on February 14-16, 1991 at
two fa ctors, each counting
Chicago's Dale Ce t
score based on assignments Oength, relevancy), prof. ability to convey material, choice Valparaiso sent
t~se~
of material and ability to stimulate class interest Grades were calculated on a 4.0 scale. compete.
Ron Stella,
Class difficulty was calculated on a 5 point scale, 5 being the most difficult and 1 being Deborah Janowski and Rob
the least difficult Note that the classes of many professors with low grades were ranked Ge~man formed one team,
while Angelo Spyratos, Jerry
high·m c1ass difficulty.·
.
Vtganski and Giovanni Leone
Survey results compiled by /.Aluren Schuchardt comprised the other team.

VU School of law Student serving in Persian Gulf

February 27, 1991

For most of the Valparaiso
tealit members, this event
marked their initiation into
~e field of competitive le&:al
trials. Pre~ared t~ ar~e m
favor of etther st.de m an
aggravated assault tssue, the
team was assigned to be
defense advocates. Both
teams com~t~ twice an~ in
ea<:h competition was agamst
a different school.
Team members Spyratos,
Viganski and Leone won
their first round contest.
Spyratos expressed the
opinion that regardless of
whether or not the team
wins, mem hers gain a
tremendous amount of
confidence and pride from

their involvement in the
event.
The judging was
performed by area practicing
attorneys and state court
judges. Spyratos felt that the
judge's rulings were quite
authentic. According to
Spyratos, thorough case
preparation and the ability to
convey
a
convincing
courtroom presentation are
invaluable assets in the
contest.
In addition to these
developmental attributes,
Angelo acknowledged that
fortuitous circumstances are
also helpful. All team
members performed well as
evidenced
by
the
complimentary opinions the
judges expressed.
Eighteen teams were
involved in the event. These
teams represented nine
schools. Included in this
group were law students
from
Northwestern
University, the John Marshall
Law School and liT's Kent
Law School.
Fmalists advanced to the
national
competition.
Valparaiso's Mock Trial
Team was coached by Russ
Willis and Ron Kurpiers.
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. Anti-War Drunkenness
By Michael Swart
Viewpoints Editor
Last year a professor
remarked that the 1960s was a
time of great hope and promise.
In retrospect, the 60s were
Falstaffian: a time of
debauchery,
sexual
irresponsibility and dishonesty.
The hangover of the 60's and all
its baggage are still with us
today. Their "free love" has
vomited into venereal disease
and AIDS. Their self-indulgent
drug use has given the whole
nation a headache of drug
problems on a national scale.
Newsweek reports that if white
collar drug use could be
stopped, the majority of the
national drug problem would be
solved. Guess who these white
collar addicts are? They are the
same Falstaffians. And now the
hair of the dog is being offered
up to a new generation to start
the whole drunkenness over
again in the form of Paul
Landskroener.
Landskroener's article in the
last issue of Tile Fon~m typifies
the tactics, irresponsibility and
self-righteousness of the old
New Left anti-war protest. I do
not take issue over the
rightness or wrongness of the
Vietnam anti-war protest, but
merely with the tactics and the
ultimately incendiary conduct
to which the New Left
capitulated.
As so typical of the Abbie
Hoffmans, Jerry Rubins and
Tom Haydens , Landskroener
uses rhetoric rather than facts,
emotion rather than logic to
give the appearance of speaking
for a majority, while in truth he
speaks for a small minority.
Landskroener notes that
because of his Wordsworthian
travels (outside of Valparaiso?)
he believes the majority of
Americans are against the war.
This is simply untrue. In the
latest Washington Post/ ABC
News poll 75% of Americans
polled approve of the war. I am
curious to know what polling
techniques Landskroener used.

Daniel Buksa
Assistant News Editor
It seems that it has become
quite popular of late to deride
President Reagan and the
legacy of his administration.
Partisans from the Left take pot
shots at his administrations
shortcomings with their u,sual
doom and gloom posture while
ignoring the many successes
that President Ronald Reagan
heralded in. This vindictive
nay-saying even found its way in
a recent issue of The Forum in
the ·creenwhich Street Blues."
So, on behalf of all of us who
were damned glad that Ronald
Reilgan was America's fortieth
president, I would like to take
everyone back in history ten
year to see that which might
have been.
It i January, 1981. At home,

new world order?

Additionally, in the latest not to respect, but to epithets.
CNN/Gallop Poll, 65% of Reducing all arguments in
Americans believe anti-war terms of emotional slogans is
protestors serve no legitimate extremely destructive. It does
George Bush has promised
purpose by protesting while our nothing but isolate instead of
the Persian Gulf War will
be another Vietnam, that
troops are in the Gulf. So not fostering informed dialogue.
Furthermore, Landskroener
ere will be no "murky"
only do the majority of
never addresses the fact that
But if that is so, then
Landskroener uses... Saddam Hussein was mining for how do we
know when we've
?
emotion rather than uranium, a key component for a
nuclear device. Is there any
Bush, at times, has stated
logic to give the doubt
that if Hussein was
our goals are to liberate
appearance of spea- equipped with this nuciear
and enforce United
capability that he would not use
ations resolutions against
king for a majority.
nuclear weapons on Israel?
. At other times, he has
Americans support the war, This single-mindedness is
hinted that ousting
they believe that Landskroener selfish in that it only takes into
dam Hussein is on the
and his leftist diatribe serve no consideration purely American
Which is it to be, and
legitimate purpose.
decides?
interests and forgets to take into
What is even more amazing consideration the Israelis. Like
Bush has managed to pull
is that Landskroener self- the New Left, Landskroener
a military alliance to
servingly states that because he clearly omitted this fact to suit
Iraq the likes of which
knows nothing about the his moral predisposition. Yet, is
been seen since World
Middle East, this penance this honest?
II. But how long will it
elevates him to a morally
So the point of this article is
ld together if Americans,
superior position and allows two-fold. I cannot allow myself once through Kuwait, proceed
him to declare the war immoral. to sit idly by when someone north to remove Hussein-- an
This attitude insults informed engages in a personal campaign event not contemplated by the
opinion and implies that expert to distort facts, and to self- U.N. resolutions? And how will
opinion is immoral. Ultimately, righteously condemn other
American public react if
the equates ignorance with viable informed opinions. U.S. forces, sent at enormous
morality, knowledge with Instead, the proper approach
to the Arabian desert
immorality. This appears to be should be to present views
confront an enemy whom
dangerously close to the without attaching a tinge of
Commander-in -Chief has
underpinnings of Marxist moral
superiority
and lhr!llntt~tt another Hitler, free
thought. But then again it dismissing all others as
· but stop short of
should be no surprise because immoral.
moving the wolf from
Marxist thought is what drove
back door?
What is most disappointing is
the New Left.
that Landskroener is managing
Hussein leads a war party.
Often times in arguing, the editor of the Law Review, a Nine of his twelve years in
ew Left reduced arguments to position that should hold one to
have been spent fighting
isolated facts with the further a higher standard. Yet, he Iranians, Americans, or his
reduction of these facts to easy distorts and misrepresents facts own people. He has been
emotive slogans. The intended hoping to provoke an irrational
ked before, but he has
purpose was to create self-hate. grass roots counter-culture
been toppled. If he
This was done by shifting the movement. But given that he
this latest adventure
blame away from those truly grew up in the 60s and was no
ith his hide intact, he will
responsible. Notice what doubt an "activist", this declare himself a winner- and
Landskroener writes. He intellectual irresponsibility is no a major part of his world will
suggests that somehow Iraq surprise.
agree.
may not be blameworthy. That
The performance of
they are fighting a "defensive
However, Landskroener and IAnteri1can high-tech weaponry
war". Rather he would put the the "Old .. Left should realize n the Gulf War has been
blame on the United States and that these tactics will no longer
tonishing.
Precision
the "War .. Department. He work. Principally, because one !bombing used to mean taking
even suggests that as the hangover
the city block nearest your
is
enough.
aggressors we will probably Responsible dialogue is in.
Now, we can actually
drop the bomb. Again, one Suffice it to say that I am sure
ordinances through "the
only needs to point out the this that students of today will not
door, " or down an air
self-hate doctrine is typical of be spitting on American soldiers
to eliminate with one
the New Left ideology. It leads when they return from the war!
targets that might have
ithstood a squadron of
bombers in previous wars.
just as remarkable as the
lpnecis;ion
of these weapons is
the country sinks further into Next door, in Afghanistan, the
cost.
Even a small bomb
an "economic malaise." Mujahadeen struggle valiantly,
cost
$10,000
and cruise
n
Inflation reaches twenty albeit futilely. They have no
lmJLSSlle goes for between one
percent. It shows no sign of modern arms to resist the
two million. For that price,
decreasing. Unemployment Soviet butchers who slaughter
nice
to know they work.
closes in on depression level them without mercy. The
Much has been made of the
records; there are now twenty Carter Administration does not
lhuln<l.redls of civilian casualties
million Americans out of work. feel that it is appropriate to aid
The American workforce those struggling for freedom.
continues to lose confidence in The Civil War in El Salvador
The Carter
itself. The Dow Jones Industrial intensifies.
Average sinks to 500. American Administration abandons the
businesses are failing. The elected government, fighting
dollar continues to slip against the communists, just as it did in
all major foreign currencies; the Nicaragua. Similar communist
price of gold is $3000 an ounce. insurgencies intensify in
President Jimmy Carter, who neighboring Guatemala and
had been re-elected last Honduras.
It is now 1982. Inflation has
November is r~inaugurated for
risen to fifty percent annually.
his second term.
Abroad, Americans are still The Dow Jones has sunk to 200.
0
being held captive in Iran. The The country is in a depression.
Ayatollah claims that the Great Both houses of Congress,
Satan is a spineless mass of jelly
see Buksa, page 11
which the world laughs at.

America without Reagan: the frightening possibilities
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Iraq claimed resulted from
American bombing of
Baghdad bunker. But
some 60,0000 air sorties by the
allies, that was the only hard
evidence the Iraqis were able
to produce a substantial injury
to noncombatants. Compare
that with Allied strategy ·
World War 11-supposedly
last "just" war - - whe
American and British fnl'·r~·!:!l
deliberately targeted urba
centers with fire bomb att:teksl
that left tens of thousands o
civilians dead in Dresden and
Tokyo before the a•n ..........
destruction of Hiroshima and
Nagaski. It's rather l:!nt-I.Pr•nool
to consider that when t
stakes were high enough,
long before the advent of
weapons, Americans did
hesitate to use weapons o
mass destruction to end
desperate war.
This article is being 'WI"iitt~,"•
as two armies are poised to
begin the greatest land
the world has seen in half
century, while frantic peace
efforts continue to prevent ·
By the time this piece reache~l
print, the Gulf situation
almost certainly have chcmge<ll
drastically. This much
certain. With no super
willing to re-supply it Iraq
position in Kuwait is untenable.
The Iraqis will either Wltlnnr:~""'
or be driven out.
But what happens next
very uncertain.
Sadd
Hussein will be satisfted with
glorious loss, if it means
Pyrrhic victory for th
Americans. And even
Hussein does survive, will
battered country prove a
tempting conquest for other
area adventurers? If Iran
Syria decide to give Iraq the
same treatment Iraq gave
Kuwait, would an ·
·
posse again be called iri
restore order? Can the
count on Eqypt and Saud
Arabia to deter fur
agression in the Middle East,
or will the U.S. decide that
standing army must be
stationed in Saudi Arabia to
preserve the fragile peace?
Saddam Hussein is in a ·
tough spot. H he lives out
war, he will still know he is
marked man. But America
in a difficult positio
n herself, trying to win
then not lose the peace.
Building a "new world ,.....t .........
is never an easy thing to do.
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Science doesn't change history
By George Will

The Forum

Wellstone talks ... and listens

February 27, 1991

ri'he Forum

Woodrow Wilson, received a By Colman McCarthy
lively class discussions and
large number of documents
exposed
his students to ideas
Edward Gibbon, historian from the son of the man who
Flight
321
from
Northwest
by
which
they could build a
and wit, was dryly funny even in was Wilson's personal physician
Washington
to
Minneapolis
on
humane
society.
Already,
his footnotes, such as this one at the time of Wilson's fight with
a
recent
Saturday
afternoon
Wellstone
said
of
his
month in
on Giraffes:
Congress over ratification of the carried a planeload of
the
Senate
that
he
misses
"...the tallest, the most gentle Versailles Treaty. Link says the
SCHOOL OF
astonished
passengers.
As
teaching
and
is
thinking
about
and the most useless of the papers show Wilson suffered
b..\VT
tJ .l.W
large quadrupeds. This singular cerebrovascular disease long 35,000 feet we were witnessing signing on at a Washington,
animal, a native of only the before his 1919 collapse that what seemed like a cloud-nine D.C., university as an adjunct
interior parts of Africa, has not occurred while campaigning for apparition: a politician who professor to teach one evening
Vol. XXI No. 5
been seen in Europe since the ratification of the Treaty and jwas listening more than a week.
talking.Except for Ted Kennedy, February 27, 1991
revival of letters."
membership in the League of
Early
in
the
flight
when
Paul Simon and Tom Harkin in
Was it mere coincidence or Nations.
seatbelt signs went off, Sen. their bolder days, no member
did the quickening of Europe's
Wilson, said Link; was
intellectual life actually cause afflicted by hypertension and Paul Wellstone, a first-year of the Senate is as likely to be
EDITORIAL BoARD
the departure of the giraffes? intermittent small strokes and political science professor at as far left as Wellstone. How to
Carleton College in his home
Did they have an aversion to vascular
incidents
that state, rose from a bulkhead stay there and be politically
learning.
Allen Fore
interfered
with
brain seat and greeted a pair of effective -not be a show-off
radical frantic to be noticed,
Gibbon was having fun with functioning, beginning perhaps
Editor-in-Chief
the historian's chore of as early as 1896. His travelers across the aisle. not be forever cupping his ears
20
minutes
at
row
5
and
After
to
hear
the
static
he
can
create
discerning the causation behind intrangience and occasional
events. Today some historians incoherence during the Treaty seats A, B and C on one side by being a loner-is the
Alex Moskovic
want to don white smocks and debate (in conversation with the and seats D, E and F on the problem. He has already been
Managing Editor
enlist science in their research Senate Foreign Relations other, he moved to passengers called "a flake" by a New
in row 6 for more listening.
Republic editor and George
for such explanations.
Committee in August, 1919, he
It would be that way for the Bush has asked about him,
A government museum, made at least 30 errors of twhole journey. I was in the
Ken Skolnik
"Who is this chickenshit? " "If I
which possesses some of memory) may have been back. An open seat was next to
start worrying about that",
Associate Editor
Lincoln's hair, blood, and skull symptoms of this physiological me when Wellstone came by Wellstone said, "111 be walking
fragments, may allow scientists problem, not, as many he took it. No more listening, I on eggshells, I'll be trying to
to try to clone Lincoln's tissue historians have concluded, signs suggested, do some talking.
Kristi Brown
be liked by everyone, I'll be
for analysis of his DNA, which is of defects of character or
The senator, a small-framed, holding onto this position for
News Editor
the determinant of heredity. deficits of political skills.
animated man with a flinty and dear life, and I won't do
What will this enable historians
Obviously such science can lucid mind, explained that anything."
to explain? Not much.
inform history. What is going among passengers on
One quick venture into
Michael Swart
Scientists might determine worrisome is that some his plane trips is a mobile form troublemaking is Wellstone's
Viewpoints Editor
whether Lincoln suffered from historians will try to find in of the town meeting. Mter policy on money. He says he
Madan syndrome. Many science still more reasons for winning his Senate race-the will decline honoraria,
victims of that disorder are tall writing "history with the politics smart money said he had no donations over $100, gifts and
Donna McCoy
and gangly and susceptible to left out." Such history does not chance of ousting the PAC money for four years. An
heart failure. Lincoln was 56 treat man as a political animal, a incumbent,
Scott Kozlov
Rudy incident on an earlier flight
when assassinated, older than social
creature
acting Boschwitz-Wellstone devoted home helped shape his views.
Lifestyles Editors
most 19th century Madan autonomously, moved by much of his time to traveling A banker "asked me if I liked
victims lived to be. But suppose reasons and convictions.
the state for citizens meetings. athletics. I said, 'Oh God,
he had the syndrome. So what?
Many academic historians In his stirring Jan. 10 maiden yeah.' He said, 'Listen, I'd just
Drew Dillworth
Establishing that he had it nowadays explain the causes of speech in the Senate, in which like you and your family to
Sports Editor
would shed no light on history great effects by radically he argued that rushing to war have tickets to the Vikings
because it would not justify discounting the role of mind, of r.vould create a new world game.' At that point, I said to
inferences about the causes of ideas, of individual greatness. disorder, Wellstone said: " In myself, 'When I was a teacher
Doug lalone
historic actions.
The human story is told much town meeting after town nobody ever gave me tickets to
Photo Editor
Perhaps someday science in terms of social "structures," meeting after town meeting, anything .... 'I told him I
will be able to identify a genetic and
classes
whose citizens would stand up, quite appreciated it but I'm not
cause of chronic depression and consciousness are imposed by often a Vietnam Vet, point a going to take gifts from
EDITORIAL STAFF
will establish that Lincoln was impersonal economic forces.
finger at me and say, ~nator, anybody. It was obvious that it
afflicted. But note the adjective
Such historians find more how many of the Senators' was just my institutional
"chronic."
fascinating the price fluctuations children are in the Persian position."
Greg Copp
We know Lincoln was often in the pepper trade than the Gulf?'"
Wellstone's two Senate
Dan Buksa
melancholy and depressed. It clash of ideas. Rhetoric-words
Answering for himself, committees are Labor and
would have been odd if he had used by a significant few the IWellstone recalled telling his Human Resources, and
Joel Lopez
not been, living in a city infested anonymous many-and the rest Minnesota audiences that none Energy. He is well qualified,
lauren Schuchardt
with spies, innundated by of politics are regarded as of his three children-ages 25, both
politically
and
reports of military debacles and "Epiphenomena," and are 21 and 18-are in the Gulf and intellectually. At Carleton, he
moved to the margin of that's fine with him: "'n my gut wrote two books-"How the
national fratricide.
The opinions expressed in
Anyway, for cloning to reveal humanity's story.
I do not believe it is time to go Rural Got Power" and the Forum are those of the
Today it is considered to war. I do not believe the "Powerlines," an account of the authors and do not necessarily
something
of
historic
importance the something "democratic" to write history administration has made the struggles of a Minnesota represent the views of the
would have to pertain to a "from the bottom up" rather case to go to war. And if I family in the late 1970's. He School of Law faculty, students,
"the top
down," apply this standard to my regularly shuttled off campus or administrative staff.
mental
impairment
of than
Please send correspondence
personality pattern. Some discounting the importance of children, then I have to apply to involve himself in the lives
people believe "genes define the the distinguished few. The very this standard to everyone's of the people he wrote of. to: Editor, Forum, Valparaiso
essence of the person." Here we idea of individual greatness is children. I have to apply this They remembered when he University School of Law,
problematic, standard to all of God's eventually returned to ask for Wesemann Hall, Valparaiso,
reach the heart of the matter: considered
perhaps absurd and certainly children."
Indiana 46383. (219) 465-7831.
what is essential?
their votes.
Articles
may also be submitted
I believe persons are what politically incorrect. The
Most of Wellstone's
to
the
Forum
office, Room 202,
they read. That formulation is consciousness of individuals, or professional life has been
On the eve of the Gulf War,
classes, or nations, or even among the young. A native of few on the Left spoke with Heritage Hall. The editors
shorthand for:
the essence of a person is what entire ages is routinely written Arlington, VA, and whose more rationality: "We have an reservethe righttoedit articles
he or she thinks, because about as "reflection" of more father fled Russia to escape opportunity ... to show that to assure grammatical accuracy
history is the history of minds, "real" causes.
anti-Jewish persecutions, he there is a new way to respond and to keep the letters to a
The art of biography already earned a doctorate in 1969 and to aggression. A way in which reasonable length. The Forum
which are undetermined.
Certainly physical facts about is suffering the ravages of ~oined the faculty at Carleton conflicts can be resolved subscribes to the Washington
who CoUege, the kind of academic without resorting to war . . . .It Post Writen Group.
individuals can cause large physchobiographers
The Forum is published
historic effects. Perhaps (it reduce their subjects' conviction ~ewel that Harvard would have is now time to develop an
monthly during the academic
would be nice to think so) of neuroses and ascribe to their been had it stayed small. For agenda for peace."
subjects motives severed from the past 20 years, students
Napoleon's hemorrhoids
If you're on the plane with year. Subscriptions are available
really
did
have some ideas. May we at least be spared have flocked to his classes, Wellstone, tell him what you for $12.00.
determining effect on his explanations of Lincoln's genius, cherishing an idealistic think about that. He11listen.
conduct at Waterloo. And there or the "essence" of any professor who would take
PlACE
is evidence that a medical fact individual, in terms of genetics.
them, pole to pole, to all the Colman McCarthy is a columnist
may have been the cause of a
hemispheres of social justice with the Village ~ice. His column 1989 ABA/LSD Competition
George
Will's
Pulitzer
Prize
winning
Entire Newspaper,
century-shaping effec~.
and community service. He is distributed through the
column
is
distributed
through
the
Washington
Post
Writer's
Group.
Last spring, Arthur Link of
Reporting Over the Year
deemphasized grades, savored
Washington Post Writer's Group.
Princeton, biographer of
Class A
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Letters to the Editor
Response to Stultz article

Dear Editor.

This year has been an
fault the Forum editor-in chief embarassing year in the life of the
and the editorial leadership for Forum. I recall as a lL what a fun
I hope you will not construe the article. For at least the past paper the Forv,. was to read and it
the criticism in this letter to be two years, the Forum has used to be staffed by credible
representative of my general continued the irresponsible journalists. Two incidents in the
reaction to this year's Forum. I policy ,slipping in articles past year .have made me.realize ho~
have nothing but praise for the containing anonymous quotes, fat: down m the gutter thts paper will
.
reach for a story. These two
ambitious coverage and overall many of. which have been s~btly incidents include the "story• on
journalistic quality of the or, as m the Stultz article, Professor Stultz's resignation and
publication. But the Stultz blatantly racist. What this does the anonymous (coward) letter to
resignation story in the last issue is allow these students to feel the U.s.
debased the standards which "comfortable" with their racism.
First, I can not recall a time when
should govern a law school The policy allows these students I felt worse to be a law student than
newspaper. To use the occasion to shake a BLSA member's hand after reading the front page of the
of her resignation to report one minute and hurl racial last Forum. Not only did I find the
negative comments from epithets th~ next ... and think story distasteful, but it brought the
.
. .
, Foru,. down to the level of the
anonymous sources about her the1r action IS acceptab 1e. It s NatioJJal E1~quirer or The Star.
teaching constitutes a reckless not.
This paper has become a vehicle for
disregard (to coin a phrase) for
We realize that Mr. Fore and people who want to say nasty
the reputation of one who has many of the editorial leadership comments about others and do not
rendered faithful service to this are products of an age in which have to take any responsibility for
institution during the past two various forms of insensitivity their words. I find that truly
years. The merits of her became "all right" to harbor. despicable!!! Those comments need
competence as a teacher are Most BLSA members came to not be 1) printed in a news story
· ·
t th.
· t VU Sch 001 Of La expecting to (since they are opinions) or 2)
cer tainly not m ISSUe a IS pom
w
printed without a name signed to it
and, even if they were, the hit deal with such people ...we've Th .. t
..
t .
t
·
·
·
) all
e s ory cer am 1y was no
and (not) m1ss, Scud-hke (?) dealt Wlth them (successfu11Y
balanced on both sides and I found
nature of the story is an example of our lives and continue to do it disgusting that it was made into a
of journalism at its worst. so. When Mr. Fore and the racial issue. I am thoroughly
Apologies can do little to assuage Forum strike will ~ let an appalled by the fact that Allen Fore
the hurt from this incident, but article or an editorial policy such allowed this trash to be printed.
the occasion needs to be marked as the Forum's go unchallenged. The worst part is that I can not
Therefore, the Black Law cancel my sub~ption but can only
as one which is the antithesis of
the kind of community we aspire Student Association demands hope for the wtsdo~ of the F_orv,.
staff to use better Judgment m the
the ~orum print an immediate future.
to be·
apology to Professor Stultz f?r
I worry about relying on the
Alfred W. Meyer her embarassment and pam judgment of this staff when this was
Professor caused by the Forum's lack of not the first horrendous decision
- - - - - - - - - - - - judgment and fairness.
made this year.
The first
Dear Editor:
Cheers: For the overwhelming irresponsible move was to print that
statements and efforts of trashabouttheentirefirstyearclass
The Black Law Student support for Professor Stultz by by someone who wanted to "whine"
Association
(BLSA) concerned students, staff and without signing his or her name.
unequivocally condemns The faculty.
I am somewhat mollified by the
Forum's Editor-in Chief Allen Jeers: To Forum editor-in-chief fact. that the Fo~"'. ~as adopted a
Fore and the Forum editorial All
.
. h pohcy on prohibiting personal
.en F. ore for .h IS amateun~ attacks, but I still fear that the
•leadership" for the outrageous
article
concerning
the ed1tonal pohcy and hiS discretionary judgments could be as
unmitigated lack of common bad as the last two. No amount of
resignation of Professor Cheryl
sense and decency.
apology can make up for those
A. Stultz. The article was an
Triple Jeers: To the Forum stories and I challenge the Forum
unnecessary, degrading, and editorial "leadership" many of staff to be responsible in their
blatant attack on the outstanding whom privately condemned the journalistic endeavors so the entire
abilities and character of Cheryl article and the Forum's school does not need to cringe in
Stultz. The Forum~ leadership practices, but were literally emb~sment or ~ety every time
allowed such anonymously •afraid" to do one damn thing an
.Issue.
Is
produced.
.
Very D1sappomted,
quoted drivel, which outraged
Jennifer Nelson
faculty and students conscience about 1t.
SBA President
as w~. as the law school's ~lio/ Theodore R Jamison, m
of s~ to create. and ~tain Representative, Black Law Dear Editor:
a racially and ethmca11y dtverse Student Association
Reference is made to your
student body awl faculty. Most
of all however, the article was an Dear Editor:
article entitled "Professor Stultz
aff~ont to th~ law scho~l's
.
.
.
Submits Resignation" that
Mncan-Amerc1an .commumty. . The article pnnted m the last appeared in the January 29, 1991
The For~• article subtly 1ssue of the Forum about issue of the Forum
questioned the ability. of Professor Stult~'s re~ignation
In my opinion~ large part of
Profe~sor Stultz (or any African was absolut~ly disgusting.. As I the commentary in your article
Amencan for that matt~r) to r~d the arti~le•. I became uate. about Professor Stultz is
teach . and mentor m. a I pity the editon~ staff and the unprofessional, at best, and
prof~stO_nal, c?m~tent ~sh10n. read~ of the article ~at do .not reflects much of what is wrong
The msmuat:on ~~ obvwusly :ecog.mze th.at such J 0 ';""~bsm with the legal profession as a
false. The 2Ls racist comm~nt IS raCist, sextst, unsop~sticated, whole. If you had said "I had
would have never been applied ~stel_ess, unprofess10nal and Prof. Stultz and I beleived her
to any other law sc?ool faculty msulting _to ~e law school and teaching style and/or grading
member, nor should It ever be.
commuruty m general. Never policy was substandard (or
BLSA recognizes that the have I feit more embarrassed to whatever) " there would be no
Foru_m editorial staff assigned lL ~e . a _member of such an problem, and you are certainly
Daniel Buksa to the story. Mr. m~titution as. I felt w~en I read entitled to express your views.
Buksa and a Forum editor ~tat~ th1s degradmg _article. My And, whether I agreed with your
that Mr. Buksa ha~ no editorial personal apology Is extended to opinion or not, I would respect
control. over the ar~cl~. We ~so Professor Stultz, because I, as your honesty in publicly
recogruze the constitutional nght mem her of the law schoo l addressing an issue which you
to freedom of t he press. ~ommuni~, refuse to be had firsthand experience.
Co~med .~ should always mclud~d _w1th the .anonymo~s
But, that is not the case. You
be .d 1 semJ_Dated, regardless of
opm10nate.d v1~ws of th1s published derogatory innuendo
thetr shocking nature. However, article by remamng silent
and inferences about a
neither ~e constitution, ~?r the
.
.
teacher/fellow attorney based
peop_Ie ~e much rec.ogn.Ition .to
Smcerely msulted upon an observation by a gutless
spec10us mnuendo Wlth a ractst
and not anonymous, third year law student who
taint. Therefore, BLSA does
Ann Lederer
Dear Editor:

an?

"wished not to be identified."
And you appeared to justify
and/ or substantiate this
disinformation by no fewer than
twelve second year law students.
Although it might be more
convenient to go through life
without having to accept
responsibility for our opinions, it
is patently unfair to those who
must suffer the consequences of
such
anonymous
irresponsibility.
Whatever strengths and/or
weaknesses accompany Prof.
Stultz's performance certainly
concern the students and
faculty, but if they are to become
a matter of public criticism she
should be afforded the
opportunity to confront her
accuser and proffer an
explanation.
Everyone associated with the
law school (students, faculty,
alumni) should feel a sense of
idignation in the publication of
"anonymous" criticism of a
teacher, particularly a teacher
who has just resigned, as the
potential damage to Prof. Stultz's
career created by your article
cannot be justified by any form
of journalistic license or
substantiated by documented
evidence/opinion.
It is suggested that the
Forum adopt a policy of rejecting
the publication of anonymous
information, particularly in those
instances
where
such
information is not outcome
determinative and only serves to
needlessly injure the reputation
of a person- faculty member or
student.

with the resignation of a
professor may not be the
appropriate setting, but a
special column for that very
purpose would be. There are
professors at this school that
should not be teaching, or at
the very least not teaching the
subjects they currently have
control over. Some should be
researching, writing or
engaging in activities unrelated
to teaching. Surely my list of
those professors will differ
somewhat from yours; however,
I believe there will be some
similari(;?s.
And those
professors that are common to
everyone's list should be dealt
with in an above the board
fashion. The cost of tuition is
too high for us to ignore t'tese
issues. As students, we have a
right to demand the highest
quality of professors. In
addition, we have the duty to
protect our school's reputation
from the damage done by these
professors. In addition, we
have the duty to protect our
school's reputation from the
damage done by these
disfunctional teachers. This
area is one which the Forum
could spark attention to and
require results. Everyone
reads the Forum , does anyone
read professor evaluations?
Two criticisms of the
criticizers. First, as I expected,
"I Herd in the Halls" that some
have turned the Stultz article
into a racial issue of "them
against us". I still cannot
determine who is "them" and
who is "us". Is it true that the
school must fill a minority
teaching position? If so, what
are the qualifications? Just to be
Sincerely, black? Would it not be better if
we searched for qualified
John P. professors regardless of skin
Louhgnane, 3L color? According to you, the
- - - - - - - - - - - - real racists, the answer is no.
Dear Editor:
You insist that the professor
must be from a minority group.
This letter is in response to You want separate programs,
the wide variety of opinions race-based scholarships, and
concerning the article about black-only competitions. To
Professor Stultz. While I do not those of you who turned the
condone the Forum's article, I article into a black/white issue,
cannot condemn its staff for the thanks. You continue to prove
article either. Did the Forum where the real problems are. If
print the article in poor taste? you take issue with a white
Probably. Did the Forum professor's abilities, does that
present varying opinions about mean you are a racist?
the ability of Professor Stultz? According to what I have heard
Yes. Are there varying opinions in the student lounge and
as to her ability to teach? locker room, that is exactly the
Definitely. Are there varying position you are advancing.
Second, one who wishes to
opinions as to all professors and
their ability to teach? Absolutely. remain anonymous should not
Those questions lead me to cast stones in public. As far
ask, what is the responsibility of back as kindergarten, we
the Forum to deal with these learned that our names must be
issues? Should it simply present on our papers in order to
the news in a noncontroversial receive credit for our work.
manner or a censored fashion The Forum should not print
so as to d1stort what really anonymous quotes in its feature
happened? In my opinion, a law articles unless there is a
school paper should be compelling reason for the quote
controversial and thought to remain anonymous. In this
provoking, and should deal with case, it is difficult to find such a
student concerns. A law school compelling reason. Even
paper should not just print the though I have heard many
hot lunch menu nor merely people state nearly word-forreport what team won or lost. word the same exact criticism
Rather, a law school paper (which those same people now
should aggravate and spark condemn) of Professor Stultz's
~onversations about important teaching abilities~ the rude,
ISsues.
harsh comment should have
One of the most pressing not been printed without the
issues with which the Forum backbone of a name. Indeed,
could
deal
is
faculty
performance. An article dealing
see Letters, page 8
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In defense of a free press
By Allen Fore
Editor-in-Chief

asked not to be identified
because "people on campus
might cause problems for (us)
that (we) don't need." Like
being labeled a racist? Or
sexist?
I have appreciated the wide
variety of comments and
criticisms that we have received
regarding the Stultz article. We
have given great deference to
the
measured,
rational
responses from Prof. Meyer,
Chuck Timmerwilke, Rob

shown through whenever an
issue of substance is presented.
Jennifer Nelson, whether she is
SBA President or President o
the United States, will never
dictate orders to this
newspaper. If she doesn't
believe in a free press, then she
doesn't belong in law school.

The Real Threat
By Michael Swart
Viewpoints Editor

constitutional issues based
purely in terms of racial and
sexual issues. It also raises the
inference that you are not
intellectually mature enough to
grasp the real issues.
Being the editor of
Viewpoints, I take full
responsibility for the IL
anonymous letter last fall. I
make
no
apologies.
Furthermore, I will protect this
person's right to speak
anonymously until I can be
guaranteed that people like
Jamison, Nelson and Lederer
will argue issues on a rational
intellectual basis instead of
politicizing the issues and
hurling racial and sexual
epithets.
With regard to the
Buksa article and Allen Fore's
decisions, while not in full
agreement
with
the
organization of the article, or
all of the decisions mad~ I
support them. I support them
not because I totally agree with
the article, but because in the
face of unfounded McCarthylike attacks, I agree with Justice
Louis Brandeis who stated the
following:

"The year's almost over. Time
to take a look back at some of
The Jamison, Jen
the toughest ethical issues that
Nelson and Lederer articles
reveal exactly why there has a
·ournalists faced and some of
been a problem with
the mistakes they made ...tough
decisions made on tough
anonymous sources. Instead of
arguing issues, they seek to
deadlines." Those timely words
come from a newsletter I
I take even more offense to politicize the clash over
recently received on journalistic
the article by Theo Jamison. academic ideas and hurl ad
ethics.
Jamison makes inaccurate, hominem attacks. They do this
irresponsibly
and
Subscribers to the newsletter
insulting, and racially divisive by
vindictively
hurling
racial
and
include the Los Angeles Times, The Forum regrets comments about both the
sexual
epithets,
thus
avoiding
the Washington Post, and Time
Forum and myself. Although he
Magazine. They make mistakes. any harm caused
claims in his letter to know the issue. Philosophically, this
If the major leaguers b th
•
about both the inner workings strategy represents the
occasionally bobble a ball, the
Y e article
of the Forum and my personal subordination of the right to
same should be expected from regarding the
background, he has never had free speech to the guarantee of
the minors.
the decency or integrity to ask equal protection under the law.
The Forum regrets any harm resignation Of
me any questions. Talk about a Yet, the First Amendment
supercedes all the other
caused by the article regarding p
f Stultz
lack of journalistic ethics.
the resignation of Prof. Cheryl
ro •
•
To say that the Stultz article Amendments and is given
Stultz . In re tr ospec t , th e sty1e German, and others.
questions the abilities of any special status. (Check with
Other responses, African American professor is Professors Levinson and
and form of the article should
But this
particularly from Jennifer just
about
the
most Bodensteiner).
have been different.
I have read the article Nelson and Theo Jamison, are preposterous assertion I have politicized strategy of Jamison,
numerous
times
since not considered productive. Of ever heard. I suppose Jami~on Nelson and Lederer is hostile
publication. Although the course, those responses are would also argue, and he must to free speech and seeks to cast
comments were harsh, the printed. But the fact that the to remain consistent, that the all issues in terms of racial and
Carefully
quotes, albet't anonymous, were authors would attach their results of the faculty surveys sexual issues.
absolutely substantiated. There names to such rubbish is included in this issue are racist, examine the article; there is no
anti-semitic, or sexist if they racial or sexual issue. Yet, the
are a1so anonymous quo tes ·m beyond comprehension.
Because Nelson and are critical of a professor. Any Jamison. Nelson and Lederer
support of Prof. Stultz. Dean
• [t] hat the freedom to
Gaffney was interviewed to Jamison have not only chosen rational individual shoold position is the following: I
determine
the
official to attack the Forum, but also understand
just
how respect your right to speak as think as you will and speak as you
Jamison's long as I agree with it, and if I think are means indispensable to
administration position on the single me out personally, I have preposterous
do not agree, you are racist the discovery and spreqd of political
resignation. F'mally, Prof. Stultz no choice but to respond.
allegations are.
truth; that without free speech
herself was asked to give her
Jamison also asserts that the and/ or sexist. This attitude and
assembly discussion would be
First, the Nelson letter, Forum has been "slipping in" slides back to the days of futile; that with them, discussion
comments on her resignation.
In other words, the article is contained supra, page 6· In her racist articles for the past two McCarthyism.
affords ordinarily adequate
The intolerance and protection against the disseminatiott
the same now as it was when I letter, Nelson longs for her lL years. I challenge Jamison to
first read it before publication. days when the Forum was produce such articles. If he irresponsibility of Jamison, of noxious doctrine, that the greatest
A properly supported article, staffed by credible journalists. I cannot, then he should be held Nelson and Lederer is precisely menace to freedom is an inert
offering comments and assume she has forgotten that I accountable for his insulting why students today are afraid people... . [t]hat it is hazardous to
opinions on both sides, with have been Editor-in-Chief since comments. His irresponsible to attach their names to their discourage thought, hope attd
comments
from
an the 2nd semester of her first racist
allegations
have comments. They are afraid imagination; that fear breeds
repression; that repression breeds
administration official as well as year. I have been on the besmirched the reputation o that if they give their names, hate; that hate menaces stable
they
will
not
be
confronted
from the subject of the article Editorial Staff since the first this newspaper, and his actions
government; that the path of safety
about their ideas. Rather, they lies i11 the opportuJtity to disc11ss
herself.
paper of her first year.
should not go without fault.
It is easy to second guess
Nelson also forgets that the
Perhaps the most distasteful are afraid they will be unfairly freely supposed grievances and
editorial decisions after the fact. Forum received a top national of Jamison's comments is his labeled racist and/ or sexist. proposed remedies . ... It is the
It is not so easy, however. to award from the American Bar statement that the Editorial This is exactly what Jamison, jU11ction of speech to free men from
produce a newspaper in less Association in l989, when I was Board members are "products Nelson and Lederer do. the bondage of irmtio11al fears. "
than three days. Those days are Editor-in-Chief. The award was of an age" where insensitivity is Labeling someone sexist
The academic enviornment
often 12+ hours in length. for best overall newspaper, all right. Jamison doesn't know and/ or racist today is
Hundreds of decisions are Class A Oaw school's with less the first thing about me or my tantamount to calling someone is the perfect setting to foster
made, from editing, to article that 700 students)· The only background. His intrusive, a communist in the 1950's. and accomplish rational
placement, to border line width. schools to finish ahead of us derogatory comments are Jamison, Nelson and Lederer, discourse and free speech.
All of the decisions are not the were Stanford and the disgraceful. I am amazed that your conduct is intellectually Jamison, Nelson and Lederer,
socially your irresponsible rhetoric
best ones. But they are ones University of North Carolina. he has the audacity to write disingenuous,
irresponsible
and
morally does a disservice to the law
which we, and all other Not bad company.
such
unfounded
school and serves no purpose
You
diminish
reprehensible.
·ournalists face.
She has insulted a highly characterizations.
but
to foster fear, repression
your
credibility
when
you
strain
The Forum has clarified its competent and dedicated staff.
With people like Theo
and
hate.
and
overreach
to
create
policy regarding use of Before writing her inarticulate Jamison around, I'm not
anonymous sources.
letter, Nelson confronted me in surprized that students would
We have made this change not the student locker room and be hesitant to be critical of a
in response to reactionary said, in no uncertain terms, that minority professor. Well, at least
Stultz has resigned; we should
threats of funding cuts by the the SBA would not fund a the anonymous individuals in By Ken Skolnik
SBA president, but by our own newspaper filled with what she the Stultz article can't be Associate Editor
let that be and wish her luck on
initiative.
called "trash." She has since identified as racists. Since
her future endeavors.
We continue to reserve the toned down her rhetoric, after Jamison can't attack them, at
The Forum editorial board,
But after rereading the
right to use anonymous other more reasonable students least he has the rest of the including myself, regrets the article and seeing many faults
printing of the Professor Stultz and unfortunate innuendos
sources, but not as a vehicle for and faculty started voicing Forum staffto kick around.
what could be characterized as opinions against her.
article. There are many things contained therein, there is
personal attacks by one
This is nothing new with
This newspaper has that I, the editorial board, and nothing
journalistically
individual upon another.
Nelson, reacting to issues with reported, analyzed, criticized Allen Fore, the Editor-in-Chief incorrect about it. It was a poor
It is interesting to note that a conviction as rock solid as the and praised in the past, and will would have changed about the value judgment on all our parts.
our counterpart, The Torch, direction that the wind will continue to do so. We do so article.
After reading all the letters
recently used anonymous blow. Whether it is the locker without regard to race, sex, age,
For one, we would not have to the editor, I am amazed at
sources in a front page article. issue, the smoking controversy, religion, or any other allowed the use· of anonymous the crimes alleged against the
e sources were highly critical or her attacks on the Forum, classification. That is the job 0 sources as a basis for a paper and Allen Fore, the
of the performance of Coach her incredible lack of a newspaper. And I tliink we do personal attack on Professor editor-in-chief. I am not here to
Homer _
Drew.
leadership
has_ _
it well.
havethatnow
defend
Allen, he
can do
that
'--.....,_..:.._
_ _The
_ _students
_ _ _ _competent
_____
_____
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Stultz.
implementedWe
a policy
will well
himself.
I will
defend

No "old boys network" in Heritage

------------=---=----~---==-----------------, prohibit the use of anonymous

Join tlte Forum

STAFF MEMBERS NEEDED IN NEWS SECTION
CONTACf ALLEN FORE, KRISTI BROWN, OF GREG COPP FOR DETAILS.

myself, as a member of the
statements as the basis for editorial board.
personal attacks on members
Never in my life have I been
of the law school community. called a racist, nor do I take
In addition, the timing and that lightly. The tone and
nature of the article was accusations contained in Theo
inapporopriate. Professor Jamison's article are a low
see Skolnik , page 12
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Letters to the Editor,
the comment should have not
been included at all.
So what is the point? Forum ,
be careful. That article was for
the purpose of announcing
Professor Stultz's resignation.
One rude comment turned the
entire article sour. In the future,
you should write an article
concerning a resignation without
regard to a person's teaching
ability. Or write an article about
someone's teaching ability
without reference to his or her
resignation. Each has its own,
distinct place.
To Anonymous, if you are
going to stab someone, stab
them in the chest, not in the
back. Cowards yell from the
cover of the trees or the
darkness of the night.
To all others, as the song
goes, you must stand for
something or you'll fall for
anything. I have heard the
complainers and watched them
do nothing. Now I hear them
condemn Anonymous. Form or
substance?
To the racists, continue to
push. You will eventually find
your reward. Not everything
that happens in this world is a
black versus white issue.
Sincerely,
Robert H. German
Dear Editor:
We are offended by the cover
article "Prof. Stultz submits
resignation" appearing in the
January 29, 1991 of The Forum.
The report should have been
limited to Professor's Stultz's
resignation and her plans. The
rumors, hiring speculations, and
unidentified student attacks were
inappropriate for a report on a
departing professor. These
statements were cruel to Prof.
Stultz and to the law school
community who respected her.
Printing these statements reflects
poor taste on the part of the
editor.

contir~ued

Abortion kills
Dear Editor,
Each day over 4,000
American
children
are
dismembered alive, torn literally
limb from limb before birth.
Since Roe v. Wade was decided
on Jan. 22, 1973, there has been
no peace. A war has been waged
against babies, against the least
of our sisters and brothers.
No other war, no
holocaust, no gulag can exceed
in evil this massive betrayal of
our children. The legal system
that promised equal protection
has authorized their slaughter.
The mothers who gave them life
now ask in distress that they die.
And most of us, perhaps blinded
by the very violence of what is
happening, close our mind's eye
and pretend that here at home
these are ordinary days filled
with ordinary concerns of
comfort and convenience.
Honest people know
that preborn babies are alive.
Abortion stills a beating heart.
What it at issue is our own
human dignity, not that of the
children who die.
None of us, not one, has
done enough. We all have
chosen often to acquiesce in
abortion, to put our comfort or
our image ahead of the mothers
and children who need us. Our
only hope lies in divine and
mutual forgiveness and in
whatever tiny seed of resistance
we may be graced to offer. Let
that seed grow within you.
When we resist we are pregnant
with what Gandhi called truth
power. Carry proudly your
witness to life. If we refuse to
coexist with this evil, yet never
lack compassion for those who
give in to it, we may hope and
pray that peace on earth will be
born from us.

Darryl
Burdine,
Voland
Dockens, Vrrginia Keating, Amy
Hutchinson, Lisa Misner, Lisa
Von Burgen, Morris Kelsay,
Christina Gust, Deborah
Marinello, Janet Mitchell,
Jacqueline Gibson, Doris
Robinson, Cathy Andres, Mike
King, Mary Lou Connolly, Thea
Jamison, Reginald Marcus,
Chuck Coffin, Robert Youngman,
Scott Zipprich, Ginger Panici,
Nancy Briggs, Deloris Patterson,
Joan Wiseman, Chris Sulewski,
Deidre Monroe, David Daniels,
Francelia Herron, Nathania!
Turner, Buffie Collins, Ym Wang,
Cynthia Taylor; BLSA Members,
present and past students.

By Charles E. Timrnerwilke
Columnist
To the press alone,
chequered as it is with abuses,
the world is
indebted for all
the triumphs which have been
gained by reason and humanity
over error and oppression.
-James Madison

acknowledging this error and
placing it in the minutes of the
meeting
was
not
enough ... no ... more drastic
measures were needed. Since
the Student Bar Association
controls the allocation of funds
to the Forum, why not just cut
off those funds? Or better yet

No more funds, no
more offensiveness. A
wonderfully simple
solution ... ifyou
advocate censorship.

that idea.
However, the
freedoms of democracy are
often not expedient and
pragmatic,
but
rather
burdensome and difficult.
Personally, I'll side with the
principles of freedom over
expediency...period.
Another frightening
sentiment surfaced when
several students expressed
concern that employers might
find the article "offensive" and
thus have a lower estimation o
our school. For this reason the
Forum should be closely
screened to insure that no
"offensive material" would leak
into the eye of a visiting,
potential employer. Again, a
few students were willing to
sacrifice principle at the "megeneration"
altar
o
expediencey. I guess these
students would gladly trade a
. job for the FirSt Amendment.
My reply: If a potential
employer were to have a lower
view of the school because we
foolishly believed in the
freedom of the press, TOUGH.
It's easy to wave the First
Amendment like Old Glory in a
Constitutional Law class; the
true test comes in the real
world.
Sure, it's hard to support a
principle (or a client for that
matter) when the general
perception is that the
underlying cause behind the
principle (or the client for that
matter) is offensive. But that is
precisely why one admires
Atticu s Finch in "To Kill a
Mockingbird"-the chaff is
separated from the wheat.
We should pay more than lip
service to the maxim: I
disagree with what you say, but
· I will defend your right to say it
to the death.
Even if it is hard. Even if it
is unpopular. Even if it is

dictate an editorial policy to the
editorial board, with an implied
threat that the board either
accept the policy or leave town.
(That's freedom of the
press ... they're free to choose
between two options). No
more funds, no more
offensiveness. A wonderfully
simple solution .. .if you
advocate censorship.
This idea surfaced in a room
of future lawyers, supposedly
steeped in Constitutional Law
and dedicated to the
preservation of civil liberties.
This "solution" arose because
the article was "offensive," not
because it advocated imminent
unlawful conduct or in some
manner threatened the public
safety. A knee-jerk reaction
perhaps ... but aren't our knees
supposed to jerk in the
opposite direction? If we find
an article, or an author, or a
cause to be personally
offensive, our first reaction
should not be to blot out that
article, or throttle that author,
or
destroy
that
cause-sacrificing a principle
at the altar of expediency.
Undoubtedly, this is the
pragmatic approach. It takes a
great deal more effort to
pursue and advocate a counterviewpoint in the "marketplace
of ideas" than to simply remove painful.

First Amendment ramifications from suppression of speech

Dear Editor,

Sincerely,

GREENWICH STREET BLUES

James Madison would be
"singin' the blues" after the
attitudes expressed regarding
freedom of the press at the last
Student Bar Association
meeting. At this meeting there
was a discussion concerning an
article about Professor Stultz
which appeared in the last
article of the Forum. Several
students expressed concerns
that the article reflected poor
editorial judgment, was in bad
ta&te, and was offensive in the
manner written. I agree. From
discussions with the editorial
staff, it appears that Mr. Buksa,
the writer of the article, was
attempting to determine
hether student evaluations
are used by the administration
in personnel
decisions
involving the faculty.
Obviously, Mr. Buksa's
· ournalistic arrow flew well
wide of its intended target and
struck an unfair and untimely
blow to a departing professor.
All writers at one time or
another use the wrong words,
leave out the crucial line, or
fail to convey their intended
message to the reader. Often
the editor saves the writer from
his folly-in this case the
editors of the Forum failed in a
rescue attempt.
In essence, an article,
skewed in both timing and
focus, was printed. This article
offended people at Valparaiso
University School of Law.
Richard Stith
Unfortunately, a few
Professor of Law
students believed that publicly

Evan M. Anderson
1ames M. Weber By Ang~lo Spyratos
- - - - - - - - - - - - Columrust

Goodbye Professor Stultz
& good luck-we will miss
your classes and enduring
support

February 27, 1991

Just a few thoughts
concerning the article about
Professor Stultz that appeared
in the last issue of the Forum.
First df all, it was
unfortunate that an unnamed
student's opinion about Prof.
Stultz's teaching ability was
published on the front page of
the Forum as part of a news
article. The statement might
have better appeared on the
editorial page of the paper.
Because of this statement many
have practically demanded the
head of the author and the
whole editorial board of the
paper on a silver platter. Whoa!
Although the article was an
unfortunate incident, it is
wrong for various groups and
students to want to disregard
First Amendment freedoms
and demand restrictions and
policies for the Forum.
At the last SBA meeting the
SBA debated the possibility of
demanding or suggesting a
policy from the Forum

concerning unsigned letters
and articles and articles
quoting unnamed sources. The
argument went something like
this: If the SBA controls the
funding via the budget
committee than they have a

Is ·c riticizing
someone
who
happens to be
Mrican American
all it takes these
days to be a racist?
the editorial board of the

Forum. I was at the last SBA
meeting and I was left with an
uneasy feeling. What happens
if the policy recommended by
the SBA or one of its
committees is not adopted?
Does the SBA have the right to
effect the paper's funding? To
me the SBA's
demand
amounted to censorship. For
the SBA to even threaten
imolicitly that funding will be
withheld if the Forum does not
produce a policy to the SBA's

liking is preposterous and
oppressive to First Amendment
libertY.
Next, some students have
called students who wish to
remain anonymous cowards
and demanded that the Forum
not print any comments or
articles from anonymous
sources. This request, if
honored, would also have a
chilling effect on First
Amendment liberties. When a
student has a criticism of a
professor or an administrator
he might wish to remain
anonymous when making this
repercussions might be many
fold for the student because of
the necessary contact this
student might have with the
professor at some point during
law school. Let's face it, this is
a small school. The result of
requiring names might present
a student with a legitimate
criticism from being tendered
because a student might fear
retaliation. If other students
do not agree with these
comments, the remedy is
opposing speech in the

marketplace of ideas, not
censorship.
Thirdly, allegations of
racism have been .thrown about
by some students because of
the article (some students have
official capacities with various
student groups and I'm not
sure if their charges of racism
were the sentiments of the
whole student organization
they represent or if these were
the views of the students).
Why does racism even enter
the picture? Is it because the
professor is an African
American?
Is criticizing
African American all it takes
these days to be a racist?
Criticisms of Prof. Stultz were
aimed at her in her capacity as
a teacher, not as an African
American. What happened
was, at worst, an editorial
mistake, not a racist attack.
Moreover, the article was, as
managing
editor
Alex
Moskovic
pointed
out,
journalistically correct in form.
To fly the banner of racism at
see Spyratos, page 11
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Student Profile: jim DeBosh
By Allen Fore
Editor-in-Chief

If 2L Jim DeBosh could have
his way, U.S. Sen. Bill Bradley
would move to the White House
in a few years, and an eager
young Democrat and VU
School of Law graduate named
DeBosh would take his place.
DeBosh hails from
Greenwich township
in
Northwest New Jersey. He did
his undergraduate study at
Ryder College in the Garden
State, which is also the alma
mater of VU basketball nemesis
Digger Phelps.
After graduating from
college, DeBosh worked as
Deputy Public Information
Officer for the New Jersey
Department of Community
Affairs. "We dealt with the
press, issued press releases for
the commissioner, and things of
that nature," he said.
While working for the state,
DeBosh also served as an
elected member of his
township's governing body, the
town council. He held that
position for a total of six years,
including two as mayor. "I have
always had an interest in
government and politics,"
DeBosh said.
"When I
graduated from college, there
was a vacancy on the town
council for a one year term. I
_____ ,ran for it and was elected, and
tlien ran for a four year term,"
he said.
Although DeBosh had
always considered law school,
he developed a unique interest
in municipal law during a stint

on a county board of property
tax appeals, a quasi-judicial
body. 'There were three of us,
appointed by the governor to
hear disputes between property
owners and municipalities," he
said.

By Tammy Walz
Columnist

harm others are inherently contradictory, just
like stare decisis.

... one lL telling a group in the lounge: "I'm so
· ous of the 31's! Did you hear about the twoday Mardi Gras bash they had down in Indy on
V.D.?"

...3L's-it is is contagious and spreading'fast.
Major symptom: even if you bought the book,
you don't read it and aren't afraid-to announce
that fact to everyone, especially the stillfrantically-briefing-every-case 1L's and any
prospective students you see.

...that Italian who picks up TA's in the tall stacks
can dirty dance, too? Since he only got 2nd place,
he better keep practicing.
... can being convicted of an I.U.D. be used for
impeachment purposes on cross, Cam?
... Congratulations to Lisa and John on their
recent engagement!

21 Jim DeBosh
DeBosh has enjoyed his
experience at VU School of Law.
"I have felt challenged by the
professors, and I think I'm
getting a quality education.
"The social life is a little
slow," he said. "But Chicago is
close if you want a quicker
pace."
DeBosh plans to return to
New Jersey to practice law
when he graduates, most likely
with a friend at a smaller, local
firm. "We do general practice,
and some municipal work," he
said.
Politics will also remain in
DeBosh's plans for the future.
"You never know when a
political opportunity may arise,,.
he said. "Political service takes
a lot of time, especially with a
law practice and if you have a
family. But who knows. You
can never say never."

...Ken's harem wants to know where he's taking
them for Spring Break.
...Sandra Day is definitely single.
... at least my column is properly labelled as
gossip.
... some male 2L's at a recent VU women's
basketball game were studying more than sports
law - we all lmow that lL and 3L females would
never attend an intramural men's basketball
game with similar furtive motives.
... as appellate briefs, law review notes, and
seminar papers are due, please try to remember
what you learned at the genesis of your
scholastic career in Kindergarten: put things
back where they belong. Thanks!
... spring recruiting for BBD's is underway- some

will be travelling to spring training in Florida, ru
be scouting in the Mexican league.

... life isn't fair - why should people be allowed to
damage other people's health and claim a
fundamental right to smoke?! "Freedoms" that

When bad things happen to good people
By Jonathon A Berkowitz
Contributor
CRASH KillS 1...This was
the caption the Detroit Free
Press ran on Sunday, January
27, 1991, the day a very dear
friend of mine was killed by a
drunk driver. Maybe the caption
should have read "BAD
THINGS HAPPEN TO GOOD
PEOPLE." To say that Beckie
was a dear friend does not
capture the true meaning of our
relationship - being the sister of
my girlfriend, Barbara, she was
like a sister to me and I will
miss her greatly.
Beckie was only 22 years old
and had just graduated from the
University of Michigan this past
June. She was currently
enrolled in graduate school at
the Center for Creative Studies
in Detroit, where she was
pursuing her interest in
becoming a graphic designer.
She was an incredibly talented
artist with a bright and
promising future.
I had spoken with Beckie the
previous Thursday evening. We
talked about the episode of wrhe
Simpsons· about to be aired, a
"'boy" as she said who asked her
for a date on the coming
Sunday, and that the autoreverse function of her car's
ca sette deck w n't working on
cold mornings. Before we said ·

...Black Thursday is over for another year, but in
the interim, remember the guaranteed-to-get-adrink-thrown-in-your-face pick-up line overheard
atJ-bar: "I'm a law student...enough said." Now I
know why America hates us.
...either enforce the attendance policy or abolish
it- we're on a slippery slope.
...we thought "cuff-action" was exciting in Civ
Pro first year, but this year's 1L's have reached
new heights by displaying several male 1L's
briefs (not the written document variety) on the
blackboard during a particularly mundane week
of interpleader cases. The response of the
victims:
T: They're my roommate's!
0: They're my brother's!
A:. lf I was that drunk, we must've gone
cow-tipping, too.
..Three cheers for Prof. Dooley whose calm
reaction was: "I feel like the Prof. In Animal
House."
... thanks to everyone who helped make the
Chinese New Year dinner a delicious success!
...See you on Thursday at the Flush Party - it's a
great chance to celebrate communal rejection
(and the 3L's last semester!)

... Have a safe and happy Spring Break - at a
beach bar {please don't drink and drive), or
bibliothek; we deserve it!

Another Kind of War

goodbye, we planned that she Detroit just a few miles from the By Ann Lederer
and my sister would visit safety of her home and family. Contributor
Barbara and myself the next The drunken driver was
weekend - we called it "sibling traveling at an excessive rate of
As I watch many of my
weekend." Uttle did I know that speed on the wrong side of the colleagues search desperately
our weekend plans would never barrier divided highway with no for a summer or permanent job
materialize.
headlights on. It took rescue and the war in the Gulf
workers
over an hour to free continues, I am reminded of an
Drunk driving is the
Beckie from the tangled mesh evil war game . that is
most
frequently of steel and glass that was once exclusively played between
committed violent her red 1991 Ford Escort - her women in this country. The
first car. The drunk driver, age evil game is played when
crime in America...
21_, and his passed-out women hurt one another as
In the early morning hours of
passenger,
escaped
the they struggle to survive in our
Sunday january 27, 1991 - a day collission with only minor cuts male dominated society. Some
and a feeling I will always and bruises. As of two weeks of the ammunition used in this
remember - the phone rang. At from the date of the murder, the brutal war includes; slanderous
the other end of the line was
Beckie's father with the drunken driver has not had his statements about other women,
driver's license removed, nor speaking negatively about
horrifying news. I was so
has he been arraigned and he is other women, not cooperating
shocked and stricken with grief
still free while Beckie is dead.
with one another at school,
that I could not stand. Thoughts
A few days after the tragedy work, or in the community,
raced through my mind with
which stole Beckie from us, her and/ or verbally putting each
"what ir scenarios, and sadly I
father visited the evidence other down in an effort to make
realized that I would never get
impound lot to recover some of ourselves look better.
to see or speak with Beckie
Beckie's personal items from
As more and more women
again. Barbara and I left
the wreckage that was once her fight their way into the
immediately to be with her
car. One of the only workforce, the popularity and
family.
recognizable portions of the car strategies of the war game is
Beckie was returning home
was the cassette tape deck. Her increased and women continue
from a party late that evening
dad removed the cassette that firing more ammunition and
because she told her father that
Beckie had been listening to destructing one another. There
she was waiting for all the
when she was killed. The is never a need to draft women
drunks to be off the roads and
cassette contained the music of for this war because volunteers,
asleep. Unfortunately, one
Betty Carter, one of Beckie's whether conscious of their
drunk was still awake and
favorite jazz performers. At actions or not, are abundant.
behind the wheel. The state
Beckie's funeral, jazz music was The war game evolved and
police told the family that
softly played in the background affects many women without
Beckie died instantly. She was
see Berkowitz, page 11 their knowledge of it The fact
killed on Interstate 75 north of

that this game evolved is not
the fault of women, but it is the
result of the success of mens'
efforts to institutionalize sex
discrimination
in
the
workplace.
The war game began
because men always controlled
the business world and women
had to learn about the mens'
business world, adapt to it, and
try and be accepted into it. As
Gloria Steinem once said,
"Now, we are becoming the
men we wanted to marry.
Once women were trained to
marry a doctor, not be one." It
has been during womens'
training efforts to adapt and fit
into the male business world
that women were forced to
unconsciously walk over one
another.
Women are required to work
twice as hard to get to where a
man is because they need to
learn the rules of the male
game and then they need to
work even harder to adapt and
find their place in the male
business world. In an attempt
to do this, women randomly
fire ammunition on other
women because other women
are seen as an immediate
threat to one woman's
desperate search for a place in
the man's business world. The
results are devastating and no
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woman ever wins.
Even more ludicrous is the
fact that only men win at this
game because womens' warfare
towards one another continues
which only upholds the
stereotypes and oppression of
women first established by
men. When women participate
in such an evil game I do not
understand how they differ
from Bush and Hussein,
because, in the end our ruthless
tactics will brutally wound and
eventually kill one another.
Women need to cease fire upon
one another and direct their
energy in a more productive
fashion. One way to end any
war, and specifically this female
war, is to reach an agreement,
and unite as people once again.
What women fail to recognize is
that womens' ability to learn
a nd adapt within the male
business world is a skill in itself.
Hence, women should use this
powerful skill to protect
themselves.
For many years, I watched

certainly have the power and
strength to create changes.
Therefore, women need to
support one another by
networking and making greater
efforts
to
abolish
institutionalized
sex
discrimination. Hence, we must
find other ways to change the
1aws enforced with male bias.
One way to change and beat
the system is to unite as
women, supporting each other
in our endeavors. To do this we
must each do our own part by
uniting, not competing, and also
form a positive network system
among women. Here are some
suggestions as to how you can
make a difference:
1. Rem em her that every
rumor about another woman
contributes to the degradation
of women in general.
Therefore, do not begin or
contribute to rumors about
other women. If you hear
rumor about another woman,
tell the speaker of the rumor
that you do not appreciate such

the 'war game and personally
witnessed injuries upon myself
and others. With television
alone, one does not need to
look far to be an eyewitness to
the injuries inflicted upon
women. However, never have I
observed the evil game to be as
rampantly played as I have
observed it being played in the
legal field. It is not surprising
that this evil war game is so
prevalent in the legal field since
historically laws and the legal
field were developed by men.
Even though more women are
becoming lawyers, the law is
still largely interpreted,
administered, and enforced by
men. As women are trained to
be lawyers they learn the laws
established by men that are
loaded with male bias. Women
then proceed in their legal
careers upholding the male bias
because that is what we have
been trained to learn and
accept
Laws, provided for our
"Equal Protection and Rights, •
have been implanted, but in
reality womens' rights have not
progressed significantly. Since
we are in law school, I feel that
women have an even greater
calling and duty. If it were not
for other women passing new
laws and fighting for equal
rights, we would not even be in
law school.
It is important for women to
realize that men and society will
not change without our efforts
to change them. Men will not
change because the system is
comfortable for their own
needs. Based on our efforts to
fit into the male designed
business world alone, women

a derogatory remark about
another woman. Listening to
such a comment and not
responding is just like making
the comment yourself.
2. Think twice before you
provide constructive criticism
to another woman. Do not take
advantage of such an
opportunity to viciously attack
another woman.
3. Think twice before you
act. Examine the situation,
your potential actions, and who
it will affect. If your decision
will affect other women, make
sure that the impact of your
action will only benefit other
women and not injure women.
4.) Remember that you
deserve to be treated equally
with the utmost respect and
make sure that you treat others
in the same fashion. Think
about how you expect to be
treated and then treat other
women in the same fashion.
5. Remember to recognize
and positively reinforce a
woman's efforts. Constantly,
provide praise and support to
other women.
6. Make every effort to
employ other women. Make
business arrangements wit h
firms that are not sexist and ,
more specifically, dedicated to
womens' rights.
"'As a woman I can't go to
war, and I refuse to send
anyone else. •
-JeannetteRankin
I hope that you will keep this
quote in mind as the war
amongst women in this country
continues. As women, we must
stop sending ourselves to a war
where we only battle amongst
ourselves.

a

Professor David E.
Vandercoy is the VU School of
Law's Director of the Clinical
Law Program. Vandercoy has
been on the law school's faculty
since 1980. He does most of his
work from his office in Heritage
Hall.
Vandercoy was born in
Pennsylvania. He received his
B.A. from Pennsylvania State
University in 1971, and then
earned his J.D. from Dickinson
School of Law (Pennsylvania) in
1974. Vandercoy has also
earned a LL.M. in Criminal Law
from the New York University
School of Law.
After graduating from law
school, Vandercoy was irt
private practice with a.
Pennsylvania
law
firm
specializing in civil litigation for
five years. He also became
interested in criminal litigation
and practiced that for awhile.
In 1979, Vandercoy ventured to
the St. Louis University School
of Law, where he was involved
with a Legal Services Center.
The following year, he came to
Valparaiso.
Besides instructing students
at the law clinic, Vandercoy also
occasionally teaches courses in
products liability and criminal

litigation. Vandercoy stated
that he really enjoys teaching at
the law clinic, however. Since
he can combine teaching with
practice, he feels that his
position at the law clinic is "'the
best of both worlds."
Vandercoy said one thing that

,

says is very limited, Vandercoy
likes to shoot. Describing
himself as a firearms
enthusiast, he owns and shoots
rifles and pistols at shooting
ranges in the area. Vandercoy
stated that he became
acquainted with firearms while
growing up on a farm in rural
Pennsylvania. Preferring to
shoot rifles over pistols,
Vandercoy emphasizes that
safety is a must while using
firearms.
Vandercoy stated that he has
some technical knowledge of
frrearms which allows him to
experiment with his weapons
and modify them. In addition,
he also reloads his own
ammunition.

Prof. David Vandercoy
he does not like about teaching
at Valparaiso is having to go to
staff meetings.
Besides private practice and
teaching, Vandercoy also has
experience in government. He
served as staff counsel to the
Senate Judiciary Committee of
the Pennsylvania Senate.
Vandercoy resides in Valparaiso
with his wife.
In his spare time, which he

Vandercoy stated that he sill
probably concentrate on the
Second Amendment in his April
Inaugural speech to the law
school community. A member
of both the National Rifle
Association and the American
Civil Liberties Union, he feels
that all of the Amendments that
comprise the Bill of Rights
must be taken together. He
believes that all of the
Amendments in the Bill of
Rights serve to protect the
individual from the encroaching
powers of the government..

Student Bar Association update
By Jen Nelson
Contributor

students to our meetings - since Alex Moskovic, or myself.
it is your government! Hot
topics included the smoking
In conclusion, there are
Thank you for those who issue and the Forum's coverage certain courses which try a 3L's
attended the Vaentine's Party at of Prof. Stultz's resignation. I patience because of the reading
the Eagle's last Saturday night. was certainly thrilled to see that and I have them all:
Congratulations for those who people cared enough about Debtor/Creditor, in which
completed the Indiana Bar and these issues to attend and cases must be disected like a
good luck with results, you can speak at the meeting. SBA is frog in biology for the everbecome normal human utilizing a space at the end of demanding Prof. Blomquist,
beings again. Another bonus the long bulleting board in the Health Law which contains the
event will be the Flush Party hall. Please check the board for most interesting cases ever
(to drown your sorrows over agendas, meetings,. parties and read in 1aw school, but disected
any rejection letters you may other SBA events.
by Prof. Moskowitz beyond
have received) which is a joint
comprehension and then
function of SBA and Career
The grades committee has JurisNonsense, the course you
Services. It is amusing to see met again and is sending out read the material in and still
some of the rejection letters, surveys to employers and to have no clue, Hiller is now
and prizes will be awarded. law schools to help the asking questions that no one
Then on to Spring Break!! Live proposal. We need students to seems to be able to answer. At
it up for all those who are going give us feedback if they have this point none of us tortured
somewhere exotic! lLs good had a job/interview experience 3Ls care about the Whys or
luck on your briefs.
in which they were rejected due Wherefores of law. Since I'm in
The last SBA meeting was to their grades. If you have had this philosophic course every
very well attended by both reps this experience please contact, time I am there, I hope I11 wake
and students. Please remember Wendy Nutt, Jim Kapitan, Teri up and it will be a dream. No
that SBA always welcomes Meade-Levitt, Brian Welch, more cogito ergo sum for me!!!

all

Personals
NO-Not Everyone gets the "'Heydts"!

Group 8--Good Luck on you briefs and "enjoy"
Spring Break! J.M.

Emily, we told you we would mention you in the
paper. Open mouth, insert foot First of all ....! Beth and Kristi-GOOD LUCK in St. Paul.
Oh, we're sorry. No exposing people's personal The Forum
lives.Your Roomates(?)
MON-ica. The Jessiester. Miss. Tae Kwon Do.
Oh, Strap it On Wus'- A 2L
Doing some chops. The Kinmaster.

B-Rad, a red head beautician's calling your name.
.Bob, If Six was Nme? John

Michelle, I know Valentines Day was a drag and
I was not much fun on our little excursion, but
good times are yet to come.
,

Dear 3L- Spring Break? ")arnica, Aruba,
Bahamas .. : Oopps! Wrong idea, right person.
I guess we11 stick to Northbrook Court See ya
there. Sorry, you've got to study-1'11 find
someone else.

Denise, Yes males do have their time of the
month too. Just hit me next time partner.
.
Rob~ you better wipe your nose off, there's
something brown on it Just kidding! Bust-out.
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immediate family be~ause for case will drag on for several
while
friends,
family, every victim killed by a drunk years and subject the family to
driver, many others grieve the pain and interrogation as if they
classmates, and outraged
tragedy and senselessness of are the defendants. Where is
members of the community
the loss. This ripple effect the justice in affording the
came to pay their last respects
to the innocent victim of brought over 600 people to the murderers more rights that the
funeral to say a final goodbye to innocent victim's family?
senseless violence.
While you sit in the comfort
Drunk driving has been Beckie.
But the pain does not end and safety of your home
called a parent's worst
nightmare. By observing with the funeral. Chances are, listening to Peter Jennings or
under current Michigan law, a Ted Koppel repor t the daily
firsthand the effects the loss of
first time offender will serve losses of Allied lives and the
a loved one has upon parents, I
only one year in prison. How potential losses if a ground
would agree with that
many people does he need to campaign begins, think about
summation. But the pain and
kill before society says enough the war that is being waged on
anger extends further than the
is enough? Additionally, the civil our own streets where
_ _ _ _ _ _ _...;;__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Amer icans
are
killing
controlled by the Democratic "all we need are higher taxes." Americans. In 1980, 28,000
Party, as they have been for the The government decides to people were killed by drunk
past twenty-six years pass a new begin nationalizing the banking drivers. After a heightened
progressive tax bill, which is industry and selected other awareness of the seriousness of
signed by President Carter. industries. Nevertheless, 100 this national problem, through
The new top marginal rate for million Americans are out of the efforts of Mothers Against
everyone earning over $50,000 work.
Drunk Driving (MADD), the
a year is 95%. A spokesperson
President Mondale denies number murdered dropped to
for the president states that "we that there is widespread 23 352 victims in 1988. Do these
believe that a policy striving for corruption
in
his n~mber shock you? They
economic and social justice will administration. Vice President should. During the time period
in the long run make this Ferraro's husband, John of the Vietnam War this country
country a better place. The new Zaccarro, is indicted for lost 57 000 soldiers who are
progressive tax is just a racketeering and failing to pay remembered by a monument in
beginning."
Next year, income taxes. Ferraro's son is Washington D.C .. During this
Congress passes a national arrested in Lafayette Square in same time period, 260,000
health care bill and nationalizes front of the White House selling people were killed by drunk
medicine.
cocaine to undercover agents.
drivers on our nation's roads.
It is now 1983. It is to be a
Overseas, terrorists are There are no memorials to
glorious year for socialism. In a exacting a heavy toll on remember these innocent
span of nine months, the American businesses and victims _ only painful memories
governments of El Salvador, tourists. An international remain of what once was, and
Guatemala and Honduras fall to terrorist headquarters in Libya what could have been. These
"People's Popular Revolutions." coordinates worldwide terrorist victims are not faceless names
The new juntas declare attacks against American and numbers. They were
themselves Marxist, and interests .
Mexican innocent people who had people
establish a regional alliance revolutionaries take over, and who loved them, who miss
with Cuba's Fidel Castro and install a Marxist government. them and still mourn their loss.
Nicaragua's Daniel Ortega. President Mondale withdraws
These ghastly statistics
Ortega announces that his all American troops in South translate into the fact that every
government has crushed a Korea. Communist troo~s pour day people are killed by drunk
1
know as the through the DMZ to umte the drivers. Every 23 minutes a
Contras.
Hundreds of country.
drunk driver kills somebody's
thousands of war refugees
A new Soviet leader, Mikhail brother, sister, mother, father,
fleeing the communist tyranny Gorbachev,
has
made friend, or relative. Of those who
flood north through Mexico astonishing diplomatic gains. are not killed, the figures are
and into the United States. The Since the NATO alliance has even more staggering. Over
border states, sagging with collapsed,
the
western 500 000 injuries each year are
weary economies, try, without European countries enter the cau'se by alcohol related
success, to accomodate these Warsaw Pact. The government collisions. This frightful number
victims of Marxist evil. of West Germany collapses. translates into 1 injury per
Insurgencies begin in Costa Germany becomes united again minute. Two out of five people
Rica, Panama, and Mexico. It is under the auspices of the will be injured or killed in an
now the end of 1983. The small People's Democratic Republic. alcohol related collision during
Caribbean nation of Grenada The war in Afghanistan is over; their lifetime. Think of that, two
joins the regional Marxist the countryside is barren and out of every five people will be
alliance of the Americas. Cuba unpopulated. Afghanistan injured or killed! Drunk driving
and Grenada announce they will becomes the sixteenth Soviet is the most freq uently
exact a t oll of all capitalist Republic. Americans are still committed vi olent cri me in
shipping passing through the being held hostage in Iran.
America, and it is the leading
Caribbean. President Car ter
In 1988, President Mondale cause of death among the 15 to
announces to the nation that we decides not to seek re-election. 24 age group.
will comply with the t oll Massachusetts
gover nor,
Findings show 10% of all
because there is no alternative. Michael
Dukakis, "The people killed by drunk drivers,
Carter fur ther r e bukes his Massac husetts
Miracle," occur during the Christmas to
critics by continuing to say that narrowly defeats Vice President New Year's h oliday seaso n.
America has "an inordinate fear Ferraro in the Democratic Memorial Day, 4th of July, and
of communism.
Primary and goes on to win the Labor Day weekend are the
The economy continues to general election. He appoints other deadliest times of the
wither away. Now 1984, federal Speaker of the House. Jim year. Traditionally, Prom night
government spending accounts Wright governor of the national is also a high risk night.
for nearly 90% of the GNP. The banking system.
Alcohol is a drug and as a
Department of Information, the
Stocks and bonds are no nation committed to the war
thirtieth
cabinet
level longer traded on Wall Str~et. against drugs, we should start
department, announces that inflation is 2000% annually. Fifty treating it as such. We also need
there is no truth to the rumor million
Americans
are to recognize that driving is not a
that Big Brother" exists. employed. After deploying its right, it is a privilege. Further,
Anyone found spreading such Strategic Defense System, we need to educate the youth of
rumors will be summarily Secretary-General Gorbach:v today regarding the use of
arrested by the special announces that the west ts drugs and the operation of a
enforcement troops of the finally buried . The United motorvehicle.
States demobilizes all of its
Interior Ministry.
Even with all of our military forces. Iraq's Saddam
As a unique group of highly
economic woes and problems Hussein takes over all of the educated professionals who are
abroad, we elect Vice President countries in the Middle E~st. supposed to set an example for
Mondale as our next president He signs a non-aggresston the community, we should
President Mondale vow to stay treaty with the Soviet leader. It strive to educate others of the
the cour e. "Everything will i 1991...
dangers as ociated with
get better, " Mondale insists
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drinking alcohol and driving. It ,..---A~'IT_E_N_T-- -N•• - - ,
10
is all too often that we hear of
n
someone claiming that a couple
of drinks will not effect their ALL TALENTED STUDENTS
ability to drive. Don't be stupid,
AND FACUL1Y MEMBERS
a single drink is capable of
impairing your abilities to react
behind the wheel of an APRIL4, 1991, AT THE RoAST
automobile. The false sense of
security that alcohol gives you LJp SYNC AND
must not be confused with
reality. Drunk driving is not
BAND CONTEST
accidental, it is by choice, and it
is deadly. This is why MAD D's How DO YOU ENTER?
rallying cry is "Murder by car is
FILL OUT THE ENTRY AT THE
still murder."
BOTTOM OF THE AD. PLACE IN
I ask all who read this article LOCKER #118 OR GNE IT TO DAWN
to take it upon themselves to CANTELO o'R DONNA McCoY.
take part in the following FIRSf COME, FIRST SERVE BASIS.
activities: to start designated MAXIMUM OF TEN ENTRIES
driver programs; to encourage ALLOWED. SONGS AND SKITS
others not to drink and drive UMITED TO 1.5 MINUTES.
through education; to set an
example for the community; to
]UDGED ON:
attend
criminal
trial
*UP SYNC ABIUlY
proceedings of offenders studies show that juries are
*SYNCHRONIZATION
influenced by court room
*ORIGINALI1Y
attendance; to write to your
*COSTUMES
Congresspersons, Senators and
Governors to lobby them for
CASH PRIZES:
tougher deterrents, mandatory
license forfeiture, harsher
!)FUNNIEST
criminal prison sentences and
2)BEST DANCING
community service, random
3) BEST OVERALL
sobriety check points, and
securing additional rights for
victims; and to join or contribute
to MADD or SADD- Students
Against Drunk Driving.
~-~-----------------------_-_.,.._.....,_....,.
__::-:_::-:_:-:_:-:_:::_:::_~-,
Currently, MADD has !G~oup JMme:
chapters in every state with a 1
membership of nearly 3 million !Song:
people. You can get more I
in~o.rmation about MADD by !JPartidpoots:
wntingto:
•
Mothers Against Drunk
Driving
:2)
51 1 East John Carpenter 13)
Freeway
L~)
Suite 700
Irving, Texas 75062
h~ ~ .

NR

\1)

!

uau.e.

1

or calling your local MADD !Return to locker #118.
chapter. The office of Career
Services has available a listing

L-------------------------.J

*****************

of names and addresses of
Congresspersons and Senators
Skolnik, from page 1
for Michigan, . In~iana, ~ll~oi~,
and Iowa by dtstrict. Tius list ts their interviewing techniques.
available both on diskette and
The team members who
paper. If you reside in another
st~te please leave a messa~e competed for the Valparaiso team
wtth the C.S. office and a hst in South Bend are Beth Levine
will be complied for yo.u.
and Kristi Brown. In South
Please take five. mmutes out Bend, there were two rounds.
of your day and wnte a letter to The ftrst round included all 12
tell our lawmak~rs what you teams. The best 6 scores from
think about thts abhorrent the 12 teams went on to the
situation. When you ~te the~, second round.
THINK about the hfe Beckie
The second round was held in
should have had, a~d. THI.NK the afternoon. The six teams
about wh? ~e n~xt.~tctlm mJg~t that par ticipated in the second
be - statistics mdtcate that It round were University of Illinois,
could be you. I s.tro ng ly J ohn Marshall Law School,
encourage you to get mvo.lved Indiana
Univer sity
at
n ow, before tragedy stnkes Bl oo mi ngt on, Univer sity of
so~eone you kn~w ~nd love. Detroit, _ Northwestern
Wtth some orgamzatiOn and. a University, and Valparaiso.
conviction that enough IS
enough, I hope that we can end
The two teams that placed
this national disgrace. I~ Y?~r for the national competition to be
efforts save one person, lSD t It held in St. Paul were Valpo and
worth it?
University of Illinois.
I long for th~ day th~t things
will seem routme agam, b~t I
know in the back of my mt~d
that I will never forg:t. I wtll
always remember ~eclcie as she
was, young, beautiful, talented,
and how she spoke with a small
voice and a big heart.
Please be careful, and have a
safe Spring Break.

The team members are very
excited about their performance
in South Bend. Team member
Levine stated, !he judges were
all full of complements, Kristi
couldn't believe they were
talking about us." The team has
two weeks to prepare for the
National competition to be held
on March 8.
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Baseball season will be one to remember

Hoops hit the water

By Drew Dillworth
Sports Editor

that you score by shooting the
ball into the basket. The major
difference is that it is played !n
the deep end of the pool, so !ts
With
the
I.M. sink or swim, which makes
basketball season over, the law fatigue a major factor.
school team the Aqualungs,
The game consists of four
have taken to the pool and five minute quarters and
compiled a 7-2 record in water usually last about 50 minutes,
basketball. In their last game as the clock stops for fouls and
the Aqualungs upset the time outs. Each team is given
previously unbeaten Chops 29- one time out per half and
26 and currently have a four substitutions are made on the
game winning streak
fly.
going into the playoffs. The
Just in case of an emergency
team which consists of eight the referees are all certified life
law students
guards, who have their hands
is led by captain Chris Stride full just keeping things from
and Chuck Timmerwilke on getting out hand, as the
offense and by defensive intensity of the game is
immense. You can catch the
standout Matt Voortman.
For those of you not Aqualungs in action this
familiar with the game of water Wednesday night at the Arc
basketball here are a few of the swimming pool, and don't
key points. The game is similar worry plenty of good seats
to basketball in that it consists should be available, so come
of five players on a side and on out and support your team.

Every year, in the
middle of February, the telling
words of "play ball" is shouted
into the air for the ftrst time.
The start of spring training has
become a life affirming event
for those baseball junkies who
have been in sullen hibernation
since the Red Legs stunned the
Athletics in four. Ah, the crack
of a bat as it meets leather...the
pop of a glove and "yyyy'er
ooout." These sounds are
reminiscent of summer and a
sure sign that these cold
afternoons will be all but a
memory in a few short months.
However,
looking
closely, one can not help but
feel that this will be a year that
the likes of baseball has not
seen since the mid-Uebberoth
years. What with the Pete Rose
situation all but on the back
burne~
and
George
Steinbrenner comfortably
exiled to building ships in
Cleveland, baseball has
effectively rid itself of two of its
biggest •plagues'. Moreover,
with the multitude of trades and
purchases in the off season,
optimism is a brew in almost
every city that bears shelter to
a major league club (or two).
However ill-founded this
optimism is, it serves to fuel
debate amongst the masses.
Yes, Baseball has truly become
a common denominator of men
and women of all ages.
Who truly helped
themselves in the off season?
Who will feel tremendous
impact fro
he farm? What
player is ready to break the
shackles of mediocrity, or slip
back
from
credible
performances of a year ago?
Only the season before us
holds these answers, yet the
questions have ripened for
evaluation. But first, note that
amongst the divisions the
proven talent has definitely
migrated to the west.
National League; Western
DivisionSorry Cincinnati, the
Dodgers are again the team to
beat in the NL West. Not only
did L.A. get Strawberry and
expect a healthy Herschiser,
but Tommy "ultra slim" Lasorda
will have Brett Buder as his
new lead off man and center

fielder. This will enable Juan
Samuel to move back to second
were he will again find the pop
in his bat. Add these factors to
the team that contended last
year and you have your division
champion.
The battle for second
will go to the San Francisco
Giants. The additions of
speedster Willie McGee will
offset the Butler loss, while
pitchers Bud Black and Dave
Righetti will legitimize a weak
staff. Offense in Cisco' is no
problem with the likes of Matt
Williams, Will Clark, and Kevin
Mitchell knocking in McGee
and Rob Thompson. Therefore
the key to success will turn on
whether Roger Craig can
refurbish Righetti and Black's
careers as he's done for
countless others. If so, then the
Giants will wear the pennant
come September.
The only thing big
moving in Cincinnati this year
will be "Large" Marge Schott.
Fact is, Marge is cheap, the
Reds got lucky, and Pinnella
will be a wizard if he can guide
them to third this year.
National League; Eastern
DivisionThe
Cubs
find
themselves in an unlikely
position this year, the division is
theirs to lose. Free agency and
haggling over the almighty
dollar has all but stripped the
Mets and Pirates of all talent
and pride, while the rest of the
division remains mediocre at
best.
The Cubbies went out
and got themselves three solid
performers in George Bell,
Danny Jackson, and Dave
Smith. They augment what was
already a solid nucleus of talent.
However, this season look for
Greg Maddux to emerge as the
star of the staff and one of the
hottest pitchers in the game.
He may very well win the Cy
Young Award.
The NL East will also
be home to this years Rookie of
the year (by default really,
because the talent level on the
second division teams is
unusually low this year). Look
for Rafael Valdez, Ray Lankford
of the Cardinals, Wes
Chamberlain of the Phillies
and Rondell White of the
Expos to battle for all Rookie
honors.

American League; Eastern
DivisionRemember this name;
Maurice Vaughn. I saw big Mo
stroke three in a row over a 410
ft. center in college, imagine
what could occur in the friendly
confmes of Fenway Park? Mo
will win the AL Rookie· of the
Year as he helps the Red Sox
to yet another AL East Pennant.
With the off season loss of
underrated Mike Boddicker,
the task will be difficult but the
Bosox still have Baseball's
Rocket Man. Toronto deserves
consideration as does Baltimore
but the come September this
weak division is all Boston.
Ainerican League; Western
DivisionAgain, the AL West
should be the most competetive
division. This will prove
unfortunate for the White Sox,
who could probably take any
other division, but, will finish no
higher than third here. The
addition of Tim "purple" Raines
will make the Southsiders more
exciting, however, they remain
an Ace and a year away.
Chicago fans shouldn't fret
though because Oakland will be
on a mission this year to prove
that their last four games were
a fluke.
The A's did not help
themselves too much over the
winter, but would you if you had
the kind of talent they have?
Barring serious injury, the
Athletics appear to be a lock
for a fourth straight World
Series.
Who then may
challenge the /\s?
If you have written the
Royals off, you had better
reconsider. They are loaded
with talent and added three
proven winners including often
injured Kirk Gibson, Mike
Boddicker, and Dan Schatzedar.
Also, look for Mark and Storm
Davis to rebound from awful
years. If they do, and the
Royals stay clear of the injury
problems that plaqued them
last year, the /\s could be in for
some heated company come
September. (Note-six of the
Royals last dozen games will be
against the athletics).
Yes, this could truly be
one of the best years baseball
will see in some time. That's the
beauty of the game, every year
lends the opportunity to make
this optimistic forecast.

at a professor, whether white or
black, male or female.

I invite Mr. Jamison and
anybody who wants to write and
participate on the Forum, to
please approach me, Alex
Moskovic or Allen Fore. We
welcome participation. If one
does not like the way things are
run around here, the best way
is to get involved.
From the looks of the letters,
most of the community thinks
we sit around in smoking
jackets with pipes telling racial
jokes. I would never participate
in such a group and I hardly
think a student funded
newspaper would ever aHow
such activity.

Skolnik, from page 7
blow. The article we printed
about Professor Stultz was
unduly critical The foundations
for the criticisms which we all
agree were inappropriate, had
no racist or sexist overtones. I
am truly and deeply grieved
that such thoughts could be
read into the article.
I guess that perhaps when
you criticize an AfricanAmerican p ofessor, you will be
called a racist.
That is
unfortunate because that was
not an is ue to the editorial
board. The article, although
inappropriate, was only directed

The accusations made by Mr.
J amisou that "we are products
of an age which various forms
of insensitivity became 'all right'
to harbor" is unbelievable.
Since all of us on the board are
in our mid 20's, none of us were
alive when there wasn't a civil
rights act. In addition, although
I agree racism exists in the U.S.
and unfortunately happens in
everyday life, I do not like being
accused of creating an old boys
club on the second floor of
Heritage Hall.

By Lorin Schuchardt
Assistant Sports Editor

Spyratos, from page 8
he drop of a hat cheapens any
legitimate claims of racism that
might exist in truly racist
situations and undermines true
racial problems that exist in
other instances.
As I acknowledged in the
beginning of this article, some
of the statements were
regrettable. But let us not
forget that the paper and the
editorial board of the Forum
has done a fine job at least in
the three years that I have
attended Valparaiso. The
Forum was adjudged third in

the nation for best overall
newspaper in a recent
American Bar Association
competition. So before we
demand
policies
and
restrictions because of one
unfortunate statement in a
misplaced article we should
step back and consider the
ramifications of what we are
doing. We would not be
building a better newspaper; we
would be restricting First
Amendment freedoms and
diminishing an award winning
paper's effectiveness.

Is racism in vogue?
By Drew Dillworth
Sports Editor

Attention: Theodore R
Jamison, III, Jennifer Nelson,
Ann Lederer; a racist, or sexist,
is' one who discriminates based
on the notion that his/her own
ethnic stock, or gender, !s
superior to others. Is this
something you unde:stznd or
have you joined the ranks of
those who feel it in vogue to
shout racist or sexist at anyone
who might question a minority
or a woman? Your tabling of
Allen Fore and this staff as
racist and sexist is nothing
short
of
ridiculous
sensationalistic B.S.
I'm not naive
, I
recognize that racism and
sexism rears its ugly head only
too often in modern society.
However, the casual use of
these "buzz" words are
alarming coming from people
supposedly honed in the ability
to carefully weigh the facts of a
delicate situation. At worst, the
article
was
ill-timed,
inappropriate,
and
unnecessary. This means that
the article was a mistake, for
that the editorial board
expresses its regrets. Mr.
Jamison, Ms. Nelson, and Ms.
Lederer, a mistake in judgment
does not a racist or a sexist
make.
Moreover, many of the
~omments in Mr. Jamison's

response are completely
unfounded, as evidenced by his
complete failure to substantiate
his allegations. To read the
Stultz article as questioning the
ability of all African-Americans
to teach in a professional,
competent fashion is plainly
wrong. In fact, I believe Mr.
Jamison
realized
this
considering his complete lack
of substantiation. Further,
generally attacking the Forum
as continually containing racial
comments can not be tolerated
without any supporting
evidence.
Mr. Jamison,
throughout your article you
attack Allen Fore and this
Board as being unprofessional.
One has to wonder from your
unsupported and unfounded
accusations whether you are
the one who neglected his
professionalism by responding
in such an accusatory fashion.
Finally, I hope the
student body will recognize the
sincerity of this paper in its
apology for any embarrassment
the article may have caused
professor Stultz. However, at
the same time, I stand behind
the decision of Allen Fore and
this staff. If this makes me a
racist and a sexist I am deeply
concerned; not as much for
myself as for the person who
will now withhold his opinion in
fear of being saddled with such
overused political rhetoric.

